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A GENERAL SURVEY OF FREE CLINICS AS ALTERNATIVES TO
EXISTING HEALTH CARE INSTITUTIONS

This report is the result of four weeks of on-site visits
to 13 free clinics in Ann Arbor, Minneapolis, Baltimore,
Washington, D. C., Somerville (Mass.), New Orleans, and
metropolitan Los Angeles, and discussions with people
associated with these and other free clinics in these
cities. The report is not a comprehensive survey of all
free clinics in the country.

PART I. Theory and DevelopMent of Free Clinics.

SECTION A: Introduction, and Types' Of Free Clinics

The mere- existence of some 250 free clinics throughout the
country treating well over a million peOple a year is in
itself a critical indictment of the health care delivery
system in this country', .for if it had been doing all along
What it was meant to do, there would be no need for free.
clinics! Although the original genesis of free clinics
was the intense need of the youth counterculture (essen-
tially white and middle-class) which exploded into being
in the mid-1960's, free clinics today serve communities
which cover the. entire range of societal isolation in
America r. Chicanos,. blacks, American Indians, Orientals,
the poor, the near-poor, women, the elderly, Street-people,
youth... Free Clinics are vital and dynamic nuclei in
a growing health movement which Qrieg; out "Health care .is
a right- not a privilege!"

Definition of Free Clinics

What makes "free clinics" today any different from the
centuries-old charity clinic or the Chicago. Board of Health
Neighborhood.Clinic? An often-quoted.statement of David E.
Smith, founder of the first free clinic (Haight - Ashbury
Free Medical Clinic in June, 1967) sayS it succintlyi "The
'free' in free clinic refers more to a state of mind than
to the absence of a cashier. "Free" means an entire phil-
osophy of service in which the PERSON is treated rather ,

than his:or her disease; it is an important distinction.
In'a free clinic the focus is on health CAREING for the

swhole person, on providing a service which is free of
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red-tape, free of value judgments, free of eligibility,
requirements, free of emotional hassles, free of frozen
medical protocol, free of moralizing, and last and leaS-t,
free of charge.

For the purpose of defining free clinics, the-Southern
California Council of Free Clinics, for example, sets
forth the following criteria:

A..,A_free clinic is a private non-profit community-
based corporation offering a variety of direct health and
social services, one of which must be either primary medi-
cal or dental"; without direct monetary charge to the client.

B. The governing body of a member corporation shall
be comprised of volunteer community professionals, non-,,
professionals, and interested community individuals, who
actively participate in furthering the operation and pur-
poses of the organization.

C. If a free clinic provides medical, services, it
has. obtained, or is in the process of obtaining, a State
of California Health Department Charitable Clinic License.

The Council. further stipulates the free.clinics must be
"...providing direct public health and related social
services on a non-discriminatory basis, with an attitude
and atmosphere acceptable to those individuals who cannot
or will not go to traditional facilities."

In a study done about two years earlier, Jerome L. Schwartz
defines a free clinic as a social agency which provides:

1. Direct delivery of either medical, dental or
psychological and drug abuse care.

2. Presence of a professional relevant to the
service provided.

3. Services available to everyone without red tape
or eligibility test.

4. Free services (although small charges for
specific services, e.g., 50 cents or $1, or donations may
be requested)..

5. At least some volunteer professionals on the
staff.
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6. Specified hours of services.

7. Care provided from a facility.

Although all those criteria hold true at present, I would
modify #3 above to read, "Services available to everyone
without red tape or eligibility test beyond area of resi-
dence; referrals made to adequate and sufficient resources
for all 'others." Because of a super-abundance of patients,
some free clinics have been forced to establish loose area
boundaries in order to avoid becoming.the "same type of
institutions they. are criticizing: rushed, bureaucratic,
impersonal. Nevertheless, they will always treat emergen-
cies, and for less critical problems will do some sort
of referral, depending on the resources available and the
ability. of the patient, to cope with various alternatives.

History of Free Clinics

As.youthful alienation in the mid-60's began to express
.itself in experimentation with drugs and sex, personal
relationships, clothing and hair, Eastern religions and
electronic music, it generated radically different life-
.styles which in turn incurred the moral outrage and practi-
cal rejection of conventional society. Young. hippies not
only found themselves ostracized for their flamboyant
appearance, but far.worse, discovered that it was virtually
impossible to obtain adequate social services. In parti-
cular, the medical establishment was not only unable to
deal with the problems of unorthodox youth,.but unwilling
even to try. Large numbers of young people found out what
minority people had known for years; that just as with many.
other institutions, there is a dual system of health care -
onefor the rich and middle-class (overwhelmingly white),

. and one for everybody else! It was out of this experience
plus acute need and desperation that free. clinics were
born.

Historically the first free clinics were opened by con-
cerned professionals who sought to provide emergency acute
care for drug problems to young.street people who /could
not get this help anywhere else, but these clinics quickly
found themselves providing regular medical care as .well;
usually for drug and lifestyle-related disorders (hepatitis,
VD, gynecological infections, birth control information and
devices, problem pregnancies), but sometimes also.for mala-
dies which had gone unattended for a time and worsened, due
to the patient's.fear of established medical facilities
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(upper respiratory infections, urinary infections, strep
throat).

The Haight-Ashbury section of San Francisco.was rapidly
becoming a national youth mecca; Los Angeles was the
ascendant rock music capital of the-country; and the
entire .psychedelic youth sub-culture gravitated irresistably
toward the West Coast. As necessity is the mother of in-
vention, so California was the mother, of free clinics.
Even today the heaviest concentration of free clinics can
be found it California, with the rest of the West Coast
not far behind.

In June of 1967, the Haight-Ashbury Free Medical Clinic
opened its doors; throughout that year "the Free Clinic"
of Los Angeles was in various stages of organization and
service; in October the Open Door Clinic in Seattle began.
By the end of 1969 there were upwards of 70 free clinics
throughout the country.

But not all of these clinics were established to meet the
needs of young drug-oriented hippies. Because the mass
media revelled in providing national exposure to this
diverse, intriguing, sometimes bizarre and easily sensa-
tionalized youth sub-culture - in all its possible aspects- -
'even today the activities of free clinics have retained an
image among the uninformed of stoned-out freaks. receiving
free - and therefore, somehoW inferior = medical treatment
in second-rate facilities from do- gooder doctors who are
slightly weird themselves. This image is not_only grossly
unjust to those clinics which serve transient street people,
but it totally fails to comprehend the diversity of free
clinics and the gigantic proportions of unmet health needs
in this country.

Types of Free Clinics

Street Clinics

The early and most visible free clinics were primarily street
clinics and they are still a large proportion today. Street
clinics work primarily with transient youths,from middle
teens to late twenties, almost always provide drug abuse
care and counselling, and frequently run a 24-hour hotline
for emergency aid. Most medical care is for drug-related
illnesses or sex-related problems. Street clinics are
usually located in the "hip" part of town - the French Quarter
of New Orleans, the Georgetown section of Washington, D. C.,
Haight-Ashbury in San Francisco.
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Neighborhood Free Clinics

The other major type of free clinic is the neighborhood
clinic. Whether its ,founders simply borrowed the street
clinic concept and adapted-it to neighborhood needs, or
took the 0E6NeighborhOod Health Center_model and broke
down its rigidity and bureaucracy, is impoSSible to say.
In any case, neighborhood free clinics have generally been
started by community residents, inhabitants of a particu-
lar housing project, or political organizations (e.g. --
the Black Panthers, the. Young Lords, the BrOwn Berets,
the Young Patriots) in poverty (usually minority) neigh -
borhoods where there is little if any emphasis on drug
problems; neighborhood free clinics provide general medi-
cal and sometimes dental. care for familites, pregnant
women and elderly citizens'in the community. And many
of the street clinics are beginning to see an increasing
number of area residents of.all'kinds come into the clinic
for care. Some examples of neighborhoOd free clinics are
El Barrio in Los Angeles, which serves ChiCanos - a good
75-80% of whom do not speak English; the Young Patriots
Community Health Center in the Uptown section of ChiCago,
WhiCh serves poor whites of primarily Appalachian origin;
the Baltimore People's Free Medical Clinic in the Waverly
area, which serves.a. diverse community of welfare.and--
working-poor, both black and white.

Women's Free Clinics

A newly emerging type of clinic is the women's clinic;
whether as an autonomous facility or as a special night
set aside strictly for women's health needs (males receive
only emergehcv treatment, otherwise are asked to return
another night), control of the program rests totally in
the hands of women volunteers and patients. All staff are
women.except.for some doctors (and that only out of sheer
necessity in most cases)4.while theSe clinics provide general
medical care for women, the major diagnoses are gynecologi-
cal - ranging from simple vaginal infections to some hyster-
ectomies, and including birth control information and devices,
proglem preghancies and abortion referrals', VD, breast checks
and pap smears. 'Women's clinics also haverap groups in
such areas as female anatomy', natural childbirth, concepts
of the family, problems of youngpOthers, nutrition, social
and political problems of reproduction, self image. While
at present there are not'a'great many autonomous women's
clinics - there is the. Somerville Women's Health Project
in Massachusetts, two women's clinics in Los Angeles, one
in Portland, Oregon - there is an increasing trendtowards
at least, establishing a women's night in most free clinics,
and many women's groups are organizing clinics in various
parts of the country.
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Youth Clinics

There are two further types of free clinics identified
by JerOme L..Schwartz in his survey of free clinics done
in 1970: youth-typb.-clinics and sponsored clinics.
According to Schwartz, youth-type clinics were generally
organized by adults, service clubs Oi-TofficiaI commissions
and boardsr_sometimes after a teenage death from drug over-
dose has shocked the community into action. These clinics
are organized to serve mainly high-school kids, and-usually
provide drug programs limited to education and counselling
(do not deal with drug emergencies such'as-over-dose or
bad trips), birth cont:ol information,. pregnancy testing
and. counselling, and.some medical care. The largest patient
group is 16-18, but may range from 10-24. Youth clinics
such as Teenage Medical:Service in Minneapolis, the Open
Door Center in- Alhambra, and the Foothill Free. Clinic in
Pasadena usually see teenagers from all over the city, but
rarely 'see transients.

Sponsored Clinics

.
The other type identified by Schwartz is the sponsored
clinic; the only apparent examples of this type are the .Six
free clinics run by the Los. Angeles Country Health Depart-
ment, which are modeled after the street clinics and serve
roughly the same type of patient: However, Schwartz notes,
the average age at these clinic's is lower than that at the
street clinics; further, although every other type of free
clinic is supported almost entirely by volunteer labor
(both,professional.and non-professional). almOst all pro-
fessionals at.the sponsored clinics in Los Angeles are paid
on an hourly basis.

By far the vast majority of free clinics are either street
clinics or neighborhood clinics, with women's clinics
.emerging as a trend of the future (this is also partially
predictable based on the dramatic increase in the area of
women's rights in the last several years); it'is impossible
for me to even estimate the relative proportions'of the
different types, and no current research has been published
on a national basis.
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PART I. Theory and DeveloiSrTnt of Free Clinics

SECTION B: Philosophy of Free Clinics

Although most free clinics were born out 'of acute need and
intense desperation, rather than a strong vision of social
change, from that very experience has come a fairly uni-
versal and consistent analysiS of why free clinics have
had to exist, what they are and where they are going, and
what the effects of their ekilstence should be. Much of
this has been crystalized only recently after the debacle.
of the Second Annual National Free Clinic Council Symposium
in January of this year (see Health-PAC BULLETIN No. 38 -
The Selling of the Free Clinics, February 1972).

"Health care is a right, not a privilege!" can be found
on the walls of almost any free clinic in.the country.
Health is seen in the larger context of caring about people,
not just their diseases, of providing a healthy societal
environment, not just treating the many symptoms of an
unhealthy one. Free clinic people feel that major institu-
tions, especially the medical establishment, have failed
to do this because their focus is on money-making rather
than on fulfilling huMan needs, or providing the CARE in
health care. Recognizing that the personnel, equipment,
and facilities necessary to do this are already overwhelm-
ingly owned by existing institutions, free clinics see as
their ultimate goal the change of existing institutions
to provide basic health care for everyone, in a. manner
acceptable to all. While all clinics.agree on .this
they do not all .agree on how to accomplish it, and there
is frequently a great deal of disagreement even within a
clinic.

All free clinics' perceive themselves as models of how health
care ought,to be delivered, though of course in a good.
many ways they are not, and would be the first to admit
that practice has not always measured up to theory.

.De-mystification of Medicine

Two major goals in changing the way health-care is delivered
are the demystification and deprofessionalization of medi-
cine. Demystification involves teaching the patient that
he/she is capable of understanding the processes of treating
disease, though perhaps not on a:: sophisticated a level as
trained medical personnel; still, the patient has the
right to know what the nature of his /her problem is, what
caused it, and if there are options in its treatment, to
make an educated .choice. The doctor is not God.
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Patient Advocacy

Although frequently the responsibility for ensuring that
this happens falls upon tha professional staff, some clinics
have or are developing a "patient advocacy" program. A
patient advocate is usually a .ncm-credentialed health
worker, sometimes a student in the health professions, but
just as frequently a trained volunteer who has enough,
informal knowledge to ask the right questions. His or her
role is to facilitate communication between doctor and
patient, to ensure respect for the patient's rights, and
if necessary; to protect the patient from physical or
emotional abuse.

At the Baltimore clinic, a patient advocate meets the
patient when he/she arrives, takes the patient's history
and vital signs, discusses the nature of the patient's
complaint. If it turns out to be rather specific, as in
the case of, say, suspected'VD or suspected pregnancy,
the advocate will explain the. symptoms, the lab tests,
and possible treatments. After the patieht has seen the
doctor, the advocate will again sit down with the patient
and discuss what happened, whether.or not the patient was
satisfied with his/her treatment, and understood what was
going on. The advocate will schedule an appointment,
arrange for follow-up of lab tests and take care of any
referral which may be necessary.

The Ann Arbor clinic is designing a,program of referral
patient advocacy, where an advocate-call accompany the
patient to the out - patient department -of one of the local
hospitals and facilitate the same process, there between
doctor and patient. In some clinics, the advocate
accompanies the patient into the examining room (with the
patient' -s permission); the Ann Arbor clinic will be doing
this at the hospital. This is to protect the patient from
possible emotional abuse by the doctOr, especially when
the patient has a socially stigmatized complaint such as
VD or unmarried pregnancy, and to ensure that the atient
makes a choice of treatments, if there is a choice to e

made.

Preventative Care

Free clinics also emphasize the need-for preventive care,
but few have had sufficient energy above and beyond keeping
the clinic operating to translate this concept into action.
For this reason, they advocate the establishment of a
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series of neighborhood health centers, providing free high-
quality care to the community; hospitals should close their
out-patient care,.while.bommunity centers which are not
extensions of the hospital,. but community - controlled, pro-
vide primary acute and preventive care. Most clinics see
themselves as doing this now - albeit sporadically - and
many wish to .exist in perpetuity, while others feel that
the goal of their existence is not. to exist - because the
medical system has changed to the point that there is no
longer any need for their existence.

Some clinics have gone so far as to announce an intended
closing date, usually one of two years in the future. They
feel that by continuing to exist they protect the medical
establishment from challenge by "taking the heat off" -
if they provide the service to a medically indigent com-
munity, y, then there is no reason for the established insti-.
tutions to do so. This may very well be the case in
New Orleans, the state welfare department is now referring
patients to the H.E.A.D. clinic! Some free clinic people
have suggested that this also may explain why a few hospitals
have become more willing to assist free clinics.

Deprofessionalization

Deprofessionalization involves breaking down the monopoly
on health skills which the doctor has had for. so long.
This is not only theoretically desirable but emminently
practical because of the shortage of doctors, particularly
in the communities which free clinics serve. It is not a
new concept; what is new is the attempt, coupled with
demystification, to destroy what free clinics feel is the
professional elitism which has characterized the medical
profession for so long. Free clinics are attempting to
demonstrate that not only can a person understand what
is going on in his/her body, but also that he/she can learn
to dO some of the things necessary to finds out, and all
of the things necessary to keep the body in good health,
from simple immunizations to basic nutrition. The doctor's
greater skills are necessary for acute care, but not for
preventive care.

Experience in free clinics has given rise to several issues.
Where does health care stop? If a clinic is treating a
large number of cases of lead poisoning, doesn't it make
more sense to attack the causes of lead poisoning? Or
does responsibility stop at the, door? . Free clinics are
constantly experiencing a tension between treating symptoms
and dealing with their causes.
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And as clinics are increasingly overburdened with,patients
(Long Beach Free Clinic in California turns away as many
patients as it sees, and it sees 40 to 50 people a night!),
they experience a growing realization that-they can't
possibly treat everyone who needs their help. Nancy
Lessin of the Ann Arbor clinic makes the following
analogy:

A grOup of. people are havinc a picnic by the river.
All of a sudden they hear someone screaming and see
a person being swept down the river. One of the
picnicers jumps in and saves him. Several minutes
later the same thing occurs - someone comes floating
down the river kicking and screaming, and another
picnicer jumps in the river and pulls the person out..
Soon several more people come barreling down the river...
more and more picnicers are having to jump into the
river to pull them out...Pretty soon the river is
full_of kicking, screaming, drowning people and
picnicers pulling them out, and FINALLY a peron get
up and announces, "I'm going up to the head of this
river and find out who the Hell is kicking those
people in!"

Free clinics find themselves increasingly aware of their
dilemma: responsibility for providing care for people
who cannot get it elsewhere, responsibility for changing
the system so they can get it elsewhere, responsibility
for changing the system so they won't have to get so much
of it anywhere.

Few clinics have'been able to resolve the dilemma by
making a conscious decision to.concentrate on any one
of the three areas. See Attachment A for a statement of
the Ann Arbor clinic which has decided to'concentrate.on
changing the health delivery system at the local level.
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PART II. How Things Work Out in Practice

SECTION A: Facilities

Free clinics are usually located along the main drag of what-
ever community it is that they are serving; they are not
only accessible but a feature of the landscape. Housed
for the most part in old buildings which were never intended
for such use, they have awkward layouts and unconventional
decor. There is an always-overcrowded waiting room filled
with used furniture, posters on the walls painted by a
grateful patient or just someone filled with the urge to
rise above grafitti, a sign urging donations and a pro-
minent donation can, a bulletin board or section of bare
wall used fnr notices of rides and apartments wanted,
lost animals, community events....on clinic nights the
waiting room is noisy, friendly and chaotic, in stark
contrast to the usual medical waiting room.

Free clinics have two.ot three small examining rooms;
a dispensary and one or two labs tucked into corners or
a closet; an administrative office of some sort, and one
or two counselling rooms. Additional facilities depend
on the additional services offered. There may be a dental
room, an x-ray lab, a playroom.

All equipment is donated, from examining tables to instru-
ment trays to the second -hand furniture. Frequently, a
doctor or hospital donates old equipment when purchasing
new, sometimes a doctor's widow is breaking up his office
and donates the contents. The American Dental Association
gave the Baltimore Clinic two dental chairs and a dental
x-ray unit, saying they had never heard of a free dental
clinic; obviously, they weren't listening,- since many
'California clinics have dental blinics. It isn't the
equipment that'.s hard to come by so much as the dentists.
El Barrio clinic in Los Angeles can't even find a dental
student willing to help set up the dental equipment properly.

Record Systems

Records are kept to a minimum in order to avoid both red
tape and legal hassles. Free clinics are always concerned
aboUt.confidentiality.of patient records, particularly in
case of police harrassment. H.E.A.D. Clinic in New.:Orleans
keeps records by assigning numbers, which only the patient
knows. If he/she loses or forgets the number, new records
are started. Also, all patients sign consent forms that
they are eighteen. and the clinic treats theth in good.
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faith; this prevents the clinic from being sued for
treating a minor without parental consent. All this may
seem paranoid, but two years' ago the H.E.A.D. clinic was
"raided" by police and only the consent forms (which were
tested in court) saved clinic staff from imprisonment; only
the number system made the records anonymous (some were
scattered about, others confiscated by the,police).

Treatment of minors is an area where all clinic people
agree - the law requiring parental consent only forces a
minor to lie or to remain unhealthy and unhelped., Few
clinics.have been active in attempting to change the law
across the board, though some have helped to get new laws
which free minors for VD treatment and/or birth control
information.

While their laboratOries are small free. clinics do provide
a large number of tests. They do VD and pregnancy testing,
urinalysis, pap smears, throat cultures, and a whole
range of blood tests. What they can't do in their labs,
they send out to, a commercial or hospital laboratory which
does them either for free or for minimum costs. It would
take someone with a good background in this area. (which
I do not have) to evaluate the adequacy of this service.

Almost all clinics have a dispensary, though it is called
a pharmacy for familiarity's sake (a dispensary does not
contain narcotics), which is operated by a pharmacist.
Clinics are well aware that health is restored net after the
diagnosis, but after the treatment. It makes little sense
to tell a patient what .is wrong and then not help him or
her to correct it; the dispensary gives free drugs to
ensure treatment.

Clinics have a difficult time obtaining sufficient drugs;
what they do have is charmed from a drug salesman or
sometimes "liberated" from hospital supplies by some
fteindly staff member. Drug salesmen in.some;places have
started giving the doctor only one of a.box of physician's
samples and the rest to a free.clinic. Sometimes a doctor
will order drug supplies for the clinic. People who've
stopped taking birth control pillS frequently give the
rest of their supply to a clinic. Some clinics receive
supplies of penicillin or tetracycline from the Public
Health Service on the basis of the number of VD patients.
they treat, but the amount rarely is sufficient. Free
clinics must hustle for drug supplies just. as they hustle
almost everything else.
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PART II. How Things Work Out in Practice

SECTION B: Services

Medical

Although almost all clinics see the whole range of medical
problems, certain problems are more common in some than in
others. Free clinics treat a major portion of VD because
people know that they can get good, compassionate treatment
there and don't have to pay the price of a moral lecture.
Los Angeles free clinics together see 40% of the VD treated
in the metropolitan area. The Washington Free Clinic
alone sees 16% of the District's VD cases. And people
know that they can get treatment. One evening a man came
into H.E.A.D. Clinic in New Orleans for VD treatment; he
had just been refused treatment at the public health
clinic because he was unable to give the name of his
sexual contact. With a VD epidemic running rampant, that
a public health clinic should refUse treatment to anyone
for any reason is disturbing. The incident illustrates
why free clinics had to come into existence.

Street clinics are more crisis-oriented than other types
Of free clinics. Although the-number of bad trips is
decreasing, they still handle overdoses. Street clinics
see a far greater number of drug-related'illnesses also,
such as hepatitis and upper respiratory infections re-
sulting from a generally run-down. condition. Street
clinics are usually open only at night, though many of
them also operate a 24-hour switchboard for crisis referrals.
Consistent with the needs of their clientele, they generally
provide first-aid, general medical care, VD and pregnancy
testing, VD treatment and problem pregnancy:counseling
with abortion referral if desired, and drug help; every
clinic night.

Neighborhood clinids, on the, other hand, do a wider variety
of care because they serve a wider range of people;
neighborhood clinics do less crisis care and more well care.
They frequently have regularly scheduled pediatricians and
nutritionists, do employment and school physicals, prenatal
and infant care, immunizations; they have also done out-
reach programs as well, such as the Young Patriots Clinc
in Chicago which did door-to door kidney screening, explain-.
ing why this was important to people and encouraging them
to come to the clinic if. treatment was necessary. It's
been'hy understanding that a significant number of people
whose test results indicated a need for. treatment.did go
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to the clinic and seek it. The Black Panthers in
Chicago have screened sickle cell anemia outside super-
markets on Saturday mornings. And at the least, many
clinics have sent volunteers door-to-door in their area
talking about the clinic and inviting residents to visit
the clinic. This approach has met with a great deal of
success, but requires great tine and energy. Most
clinics would like to do more outreach than they presently
do, and,-some have definite plans to do so.

The Baltimore clinic in the Waverly area has been regularly
screening its patients for TB, since Baltimore has the
highest rate of TB in the country, and Waverly the second
highest in Baltimore. Just as the Public Health Service
was making significant progress on controlling TB, large
chunks of money were switched to VD, and now the Baltimore
clinic notes again a steady rise in the incidence of TB,
for which they are continuing to test.

Sex-Related Health Care

A large proportion-of the problems which people bring into
free clinics are sex-related--VD, problem pregnancies,
birth control and abOrtion. There is a free clinic starting
in Minneapolis, the Family Tree, which will work only with
sex-related problems, and there will probably be others
before long: The majority of the work that Teenage Medical
Service in Minneapolic does with young people aged 10
through 19 deals with sex-related problems; although the
clinic was opened to provide general medical care.

Free clinics have by and large been the only places where
young people could go for sex-related health care and
receive compaSsionate treatment without being lectured to
or moralized at. This has been a major failing of the
established health care system--the unwillingness to treat
these problems seriously, honestly, and compassionately.
Although some medical schools are finally beginning to
recognize in their curricula that doetors need more train-
ing and-exposure in human relations, it will take years
before any real impact is felt by the society as a whole.
In the meantime, young people will continue to take these
problems to free clinics.

Dental Cara

Although all clinics would like to be able to provide
dental care, and some clinics have the equipment, few
clinics have been able to find dentists. Those who have
are deluged with patients. The American Indian Clinic
in Compton, California finds that 50% of its patients
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seek dental treatment. Of the 40 odd clinics in. Southern
California only 3 other clinics have dental services. As
mentioned previously, the Baltimore clinid provides
dental care, but none of the other clinics encountered
did. Dental care is an especially acute problem in
neighborhood clinics because the community they serve is
usually people who have been deprived of care for years.

Counseling

Two types of counseling are provided in free clinics- -
rap groups and one-to-one sessions. The former are usually
run by nonprofessional volunteers with a special ability
in working with groups; they'may have had some informal
training by professionals, or may simply show a knack.
Rap groups sometimes are started in the corner of a waiting
room by one of the nonprofessional volunteers who discover
that there are several people with the same specific
complaint of some sort; these.spontaneous sessions are
group education and counseling at the same time. Or .there
may be a regular pattern of rap grougiv with several particular
volunteers who. perceive this as their job; there may be a VD
rap group on one night and a birth control rap group another,
a nutrition session on a third--and these times are usually
posted on the clinic walls somewhere. Rap groups on birth
control, pregnancy and abortions', as well as one-to-one
counseling on the same subjects are usually handled by women.
I did not examine the indiVidual counseling programs except
to note thatmost of it is done by trained professionals;
individual counseling on problem pregnancies, however, is
done primarily by women, most of whom are nonprofessional.

Related Services

Related services arise as the needs of the communityexpress
themselves. L.A. Free Clinic which serves large numbers of
young runaways and transients when they first get to
California has a wide variety of related services: a job co-op,
legal and draft counseling, a. free university, and at one time
a free food program. Many street clinics provide similar
services. H.E.A.D. Clinic in New Orleans also has,a
"ride-board" on which people post rides-and riders-wanted
notices. The Baltimore clinic has the only men's counseling
group I encountered, although I imagine tis not unique.
El Barrio in L.A. does some counseling of iMmigrants.
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Referrals

A major service, though it is certainly not regarded as
such, is referrals. That, in fact, is how the Ann Arbor
clinic got started.. Drug Help, Inc. had located a
physician who accepted referrals for medical care and had .

set a sliding scale of fees based on ability to pay. One
day in August of 1970 he encountered Nancy Lessin, who
was working at Drug Help, on the street and said, "Please
don't refer any more patients to me...I'm getting too
crowded...I can't handle it!" .And she said, "We'll have
to start a free clinic!" Six months later, in January
1971; the Ann Arbor-Free People's Clinic opened its doors.
Now the clinic has evolved full circle..,.-and recognizing
that a free clinic isn't the answer either, has begun a
new approach (see Attachment A).

Referrals are handled in all sorts of ways, depending on
the problem and the patient's ability to pay. Referrals
to hospitals for both out-patient and in-patient care are
usually "back-door," through one of the volunteer profes
sionals whb may practice in a hospital 'or who has good
"connections." Some clinics have a major portion of their
professional staff working in a particular hospital (e.g.,
most of the professional staff at Southside Medical' Clinic-
in Minneapolis come from Northwestern Hospital) and
referrals can be handled informally through that hospital;
if the patient is really poor, usually something can be
worked out with the hospital. Adverse publicity is some-
times an effective threat hovering in the background.

Clinic staff develop-informal channels for referral,
normally based on good-personal relationships. They have
usually developed an excellent working knowledge of what
is (and isn't) available in medical facilities in the
area, andcommunity knowledge of other kinds of services
is circulated into, through and out of free clinics.

By and large, their services provided in free clinics are
consistent with both their clientele and their resources.
Free clinics are not so unique in what they do as in how
they do it.
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PART II. How Things Work Out in Practice

SECTION C: Staff

c

People cannot possibly be into providing free clinic
health care for money; the very few who are paid receive
bare subsistence level salaries which seem to average
around $50-$60 a week, often less. Usually these people
are young, single and independent, used to living off the
streets. It would appear that most clinic coordinators
average around the ages of 25 to 26 and many have been
involved with the free clinic movement for several years.

Almost all staff other than clinic coordinators are
volunteers. Clinics acquire them in a number of ways and
for a variety of reasons. Each clinic usually has a pool
of professional staff who are scheduled to serve in the.
clinic once a week; once every two weeks, once a month- -
depending on the size of the pool. Clinics try to screen
their volunteers, but because of.the shortage of yolun-
teering professionals rarely "fire" any. This is an
issue within free clinics--the tension between "hassle-
free" care and no care--and is another experience which
has led some of them, particularly free clinics in Chicago,
to begin pressuring medical schools for changes--more
minority admissions in particular--so 't physicians in
the future will be more responsive to t_3 unmet health
needs of the culturally isolated.

. On a typical clinic night, the staff r y.consist of 6
.to 12 professionals and 9 to 18 noncrec-antialled health
workers (both health professions strider. s and volunteers
from the community who may or may not have had some train-
ing). There are usually 1 to 3 doctors, 1 to 3 medical
students, a pharmacist,. 2 to 5 nurses (about half LAN's
and half RN's) ;_..a lab technician (licensed) and=1 or 2
lab assistants (non-licensed "trainees"), 2 to 3 profes-
sional counselors, 2 to 3 women's counselors (nonprofes-
sional with informal training to deal with birth control,
problem pregnancy, and abortion), 1 or 2 receptionistS, .

1 or'2 clinic coordinators, and 3 to 6 volunteers who fill
a variety of'roles and needs--they may act as patient
advocates,. keep the children happy, drive people to a
hospital, start rap groups, restock the examining rooms.

Outside of the doctors, everyone else's roles are fairly
fluid and diffiCult to define. Everyone does a little of
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everything. In some clinics everyone can take vital
signs, do lab tests, explain most/medical treatment,
and generally fill in for one another: Most clinics
seem to have to hustle professional staff only when they
are first setting up--and then, usually through informal,
personal contacts: Almost all clinics have doctors
volunteering after the first,few months they are open,
and fora variety of reasons. Those doctors who think
they are "helping those poor people" with somewhat of
a condescending attitude don't last long. .Either they
drop out quickly themselves or the clinic coordinator
"forgets" to schedule them. These doctors as well as any
staff with this attitude are least.acceptable to free
clinics: Some professionals think it's going to be Ra
groovy trip" to do "freak-medicine" and they don't last
very long either. Needless to say, street clinics have
more problems with that attitude, while both street and
neighborhood clinics have trouble with the patronizing
"I'm so noble" attitude. Many doctors feel slightly
gtilty.about their privileged position in society, the
money they are making, and medicine's failure to meet
the health needs of whole groups and classes of people;
this feeling is true of other professionals as well. .

While exceedingly few have given up their lucrative pro-
fessional positions, most feel. that workingin a free

_clinic is "doing something concrete about the problem. ".

But more often the free clinic provides an alternative
for young radical health professionals and health students
who see it as a way to translate.rhetoric about changing
the system, into action. It is a way to demonstrate that
medicine can.be practiced differently, can.bepersonal
and flexible, can respond to varied communities, and
doesn't haVe to be elitist. Some free clinics have been
started by medical and health students for this very
reason....

Untrained volunteers work at the free clinic for a variety
of reasons. Many'want to become involved 'in something
"relevant," many .want to meet new people. and are looking
for a sense of community, many wish to .learn more about .

medicine and health. Some people, after working in a free
clinic for awhile, have been highly motivated to go back to
school for professional training. Some have taken pro-
fessional training while continuing to work in the clinic.
solely for the purpose of providing a skill which the
clinic needal. g., two people at the Baltimore clinic
studied for and received licenses to do a special. TB test).
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Training

While a few free clinics have minimal formal training
for their para-professionals set up in conjunction with a
hospital, medical school or public health clinic, most
have a.sort of over-the-shoulder apprentice system. Some
of the women at-the Baltimore clinic are learning to do
pelvic examinations (the exact situation is always
explained to the patient, and her permission obtained
first. There have been suprisingly few refusals.),
but that is the most sophisticated level which any of the
informal training has yet reached. While this may raise
the objection that free clinics are doing exactly what
they have criticized hospitals for--using their patients
as teaching tools - -in a free clinic, the patient is always
free to refuse and training is never a condition of treat-
ment.

Because of this informal approach, and the lack of even
minimal research going on in most clinics, it is difficult

'to describe or categorize training, or even to know exactly
71101W much of it is done, how many people have been trained,
and how good it is.

For many student professionals, simply working in a free
clinic is training. They obtain practical experience, and
studies take on a new human dimension. Additionally,
free clinics provide a counter-balancing experience against
the professional elitism and emphasis on specialization
which is endemic to medical schools. Many free clinics
have been organized by professional health students (e.g.,
Edgemont Community Clinic in DUrham, North Carolina; Cotton.
Free Clinic, Cotton, California); who have learned valuable

plessons in consumer participation in the process.

Some medical schools in.:the South and SodthweSt have formal
arrangements to rotate students through free clinics,
usually neighborhood clinics started. by medical students
themselves, and this sort of a program once again raises
the question about using medically indigent people as
teaching tools. At the University of Minnesota medical
school, students in the community health program may work
in any free clinic to ful-eniltheir field-work requirement,
which alleviates some of the'difficUliies by dispersing
health students throughout the area. Many health students
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are used as patient advocates because they have enough
knowledge without further training to comprehend the
treatment process. In some clinics, 3rd and 4th year
medical students diagnose under the supervision of a
licensed M.D., who may not even be in the examining room.
There is a wealth of information and a variety of relation-
ships between health students and free clinics that cer-
tainly bears investigating.

The free clinic's dependence on volunteer labor causes
some serious, problems. Although professional and patient
may relate to one another on a human basis in each encoun-
ter, obviously, if the patient sees a different doctor/
nurse /psychologist every time he or she goes to the clinic,
no real rela:5,1onship can develop. Volunteer professional
labor makes "it difficult to really fulfill the intent to
treat the whole person; the fullness of a human being is
only revealed in a relationship rather than an encounter.
The larger the clinic, the worse this problem is; in
smaller clinics, patients make an effort to come in on
the nights when "their" doctor is scheduled, and wholeness
of care is not so impossible. Baltimore People's Free
Medical Clinic seems to have done a remarkable good job
in providing continuity of care; many patients regard
the clinic as their primary health care unit, and the
clinic makes an effort to schedule patients to see the
same doctor.

This problem has been alleviated somewhat where non-pro-
fessional staff are regularly scheduled on-a weekly basis,

.
and the patient can develop a continuous trust relation-
ship with-a particular patient advocate, for example,'
or a counselor, perhaps.

Further, every clinic has gone through-nights when no
doctors showed up and there was a frenetic scramble to
"coerce" someone into coming in; meanwhile the waiting
room was filling up rapidly. Some nights clinics have
not been able to find anyone and have had to refer-out
emergencies and ask everyone else to return the-next night.

The cost to prOfessionals in emotional terms is very high;
they are- essentially volunteering what little leisure
time they may have; health is a demanding field anyway,
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and in a free clinic professionals find themselves being
expected to cope with all sorts of things. In one clinic,
after the doctor had prescribed an expensive battery of
tests, the patient advocate challenged him to figure out
a way .t.o get them done free since the patient had no
money; Prdfessionals are-expected to step outside the
conventional medical protocol which has been ingrained
into them throughout their professional training. Nurses
are expected to express it. if they disagree with the doctor,
doctors are expected to behave as part of 'the team rather
than the head.of it. If doctors are specialists they
find themselves practicing general medicine as well;
and their "bedside manner" is always vunerable to open
criticism. They must take the time to reduce diagnoses
to plain Ergiish, something many doctors rarely do.
Nurses play.receptionist/counselor/therapist/patient
advocate role-S. Pharmacists may have to advise a patient,
on-the-spot; of drug action andpossibledrug side-effects.
Lab technicians as well as almost alloother professionals
also become informal teachers.

This loosening up of roles is exciting and challenging,
but it is also exhausting, and is responsible for the
syndrome known as "burn-out.." The speed of "burn-out"
occurs in direct proportion to involvement in any alter-
native institution, not just free clinics, and refers to
the intense energy required to concurrently keep your
"agency" gOing, remain alert to what's happening in the
community, take political actions when necessary, keep.
your "agency" responsive, keep your self-confidence alive
in the frustration of trying to change the system,.keep
your personallife in some order, and maintain a little
peace of mind. Since sonmany of these activities are crisis-
oriented, most volunteers involved much at all in any
alternate institution end up sometimes craving a little
order in chaos, a little predictability and certainty in
the immediate future. When this.craving becomes over-
whelmingly irresistable, "burn-out" occurs, followed
shortly by dropping-out and going somewhere else, frequently
to the country. "Burn-out" explains why theturnover in
many alternate institutions, especially free clinics; is
so 14gh. Even though most clinic coordinators get paid
after the ;clinic has been going awhile, it is still barely
enough to live on. No one in the Ann Arbor Free People's
Clinic has ever been paid in the year and a half it has been
open. A few weeks ago each of the clinic.coordinators was
voted an annual. salary of $4000. 'For full-time work where
"full-time" meansupwards of 60 ,to 70 hours a. week, that's
an incredibly small sum.
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,PART II. How Things Work Out in Practice

SECTION D: Why People Go to Free Clinics

Young People

Those people who seek services from free clinics are called
"medically indigent" by clinic people, but the term means
more than just "free clinic patient," and certainly includes
more people. The medically indigent are people who, for
whatever, reason, cannot or will'not obtain treatment at an
established health facility. The "cannot". refers to economic
and racist barriers, the "will not" refers to sexist, emotional
and psychological barriers to treatment.

Not all young people who seek assistance at free clinics are
alienated youth., Many males have hair which is only stylishly
long and many are quiteconventionally dressed; no one would
refuse them treatment as "freaks" or "hippies." But many
come simply because they are seeking treatment:which is pro-,
vided in an atmosphere consistent with their life-styles and
values; that is, they are looking for warm, personal treat-
ment where they are: .treated as if they have a right to know
what is going on, 'what is happening.to.them and why. Ado-
lescents in this society are'too often expected to blindly

-retpect and obey authority, since adults always know better
(they have experience on their side); from parent to teacher
to doctor, the attitude is fairly, consistent.

But there has been a new attitude developihg among. the young,
especially, towards authority. The experience which adults
have alwayscited is no longer relevant to.young people; too
many things, have. changed too quickly.. The impact of accelerated
technology on our daily lives has probably endowed the exper-
ience of the young with more validity ~in predicting the future
than that of their elders. And young People feel this, though
they may not be able tb express it..

This is why authority which cannot explain and justify its
decisions, which relies on tradition and blind obedience, no
longer receives much respect from young people; and why many
young people who are not "counter cultural" in appearance,
rhetoric or apparent life-goals seek help from institutions
born of the counter cAlture (whether born of its own need
for. help or as an expression of its belief in human values).
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Even young people with access to free care in a university
health service come to free clinics, where the primary
attraction of the free clinic is its attitudes and its
atmosphere.

There are other young people who are not necessarily alienated
from society who seek treatment .at a free clinic because they
have socially stigmatized problems. VD,-birth control infor-
mation and devices, problem pregnancies -- all these are
problems and concerns of youth which the medical establishment
in particular, and the dominant culture in general, has not
dealt with honestly, openly, and compassionately. Most young
people who come to free clinics for sex-related problems do
not view the clinic as their primary health unit, and most
of.them will never return unless thgy have the same problem
again. But the necessity for their finding .treatment in a
free clinic only reinforces the fragmentation of services
and destroys whatever continuity of care they may have with
a family doCtor.

Neighborhood People

Community residents seek treatment at a free clinic the first
time, because conveniently located, has convenient hours,
and it's fiee. They come back because their questions are
answered. and more; because the staff is gentle and kind;
because it's a cheerful, friendly place to be; because they
also get drugs, which means they get well.

It is more likely that a neighborhood free clinic will become
perceived as a primary health care unit than a street clinic,
mainly because the population is stable and'people get to
.know one another. One of the patients I talked with at the
Baltimore clinic, an 'elderly unemployed man from the neigh-
borhood, said he first came in because he needed a physical
for a job he was trying to get, and the clinic did it free.
But the doctor found some things wrong and suggested the
man come back; he did, and has been coming in ever since.-
This man knew all about the clinic and how it worked; the
services it provided and why - all of which he had learned
from the 'staff. He was enthusiastic about the volunteers,
and as he talked, told me to be sure to "put it all in your
report.

The Baltimore clinic waiting room, on the night I was there
had an interesting bi-racial mix of neighborhOod people-
several elderly men and women,a couple of housewives, a
young couple with two children, several young women with a
little girl, a couple of high school students,. several male
"freaks," several middle-aged women, a middle-aged man, a
cat; a teenage boy.....
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PART II. How Things-Work Out in Practice

SECTION E: Clients

There are nottypical-fkee clinic patients. They come in all
sizes, shapes and colors, ages, cultures and creeds. Some

. generalizations can be made, but exceptions are the rule.

Free clinics see from 6,000 to 60,000 patients each in a
year. H.E.A.D. Clinic (New Orleans) sees about 30 a night;
Southside Medical Center (Minneapolic) tries to limit its
patient load to 20; Long Beach Free Clinic (California) sees
about 40 to 50; Baltimore People's Free. Medical .Clinic sees
about 30 to 40; Washington tree Clinic (Georgetown) sees
about 40 to. 65.

Since street clinics deal primarily with young transient
youth, their patients are slightly less heterogeneous than
.neighborhood clinics; youth clinics have the most homogeneous
clientele. The bulk of street clinics' patients fall into
the 19 to 24 year old category, with 16, to 18 a close second,
and 24 to 28 a close third. They are generally white and
come from middle-class families, although "middle-class" seems
to be lesS and less distinct. Although they stillbring in
drug problems, that too is decreasing, while VD seems to be
increasing. The demand for general care is constant, as for

-:firtt-,aid type treatment for cuts and burns; young women
seeking birth-control information and devices, and help with
problem pregnancies and abortion,jand prenatal care.

Neighborhood clinics see everybody and for almost everything;
their age reange is from 5 days to 86 years. Most neighbor-_
hood clinics serve a particular community, so that the patients
are mostly black,.mostly Chicano, mostly Chinese, mostly whites
Of Appalachian origin, mostly American Indian, most Puerto
Rican. - The needs_of-the-communityusually cover a-
range of problems because the previously existing medical
facilities were sufficiently inaccessible that few people in
the community have had*good continuous care.
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PART II. How Things Work Out in Practice

SECTION F: Decision-Making

To isolate and describe decision-making in free clinics is
extremely difficUlt. There -aL Lew consistent patterns,
but not many. Nearly all clinics try to develop community
participation in decision-making, but this has been less.
than successful. Most clinics experiment with one approach
for a while, then try another.

Some clini6s have a Board of Directors which makes policy;
composition of this Board can run from people (usually pro-
fessionals) who do no work in the clinic at all to elected
representatives from clinic staff and patients. Other clinics
take polidy decisions to a completely open meeting where
those present whether staff, patients, or interested. .

individuals - make the decision. This may be by majority-rule
voting procedures, or by total consensus.

In some clinics medical policy and operational decisions are
determined by the .regularly scheduled staff of that night.
The Washington Free Clinic in Georgetown, for instance, has
some nights where the medical approach is team practice and
other nights where more traditional medical hierarchy is re-
tained; each has been decide upon by the staff. Where clinics
are organized by nights and have policy-making boards, repre-
sentaties are elected to the board by nights; it would not
be impossible Lo have 3 nurses representing, say, the Monday,
Tuesday, and Thursday staffs, and no doctors.

More common, however, is organization along service areas,
so. that where there are policy-making boards, there may be
elected representatives of counselors, lab technicians,
nurses, medical students, doctors, etc..

This far in their evolution, there seem to be three categories
of strong distinction among free clinics, whether they use the
open meeting, the representative Board of'Directors or some
variation thereon. Descriptions of professional-based, com-
munity-baSed and collective types follow, with specific
examples later on.
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PROFESSIONAL-BASED FREE CLINICS

.Professional-based clinics are essentially dominated by the
volunteer professional staff, who more or leSs make all the
policy. decisions of the clinic as well as determine.how the
clinic will be run; this approach is. usual*y regarded as
"elitist" by clinics. of Lie other two types. Professional
domination may be structured into the clinic's decision-
making framework, by establishing the Board. of Directors as
the effective decision-making body of the clinic. where 'the
Board of Directors consists of professionals from the
community, or of professionals elected from the volunteer
staff. The clinic may be dominated by professionals in a
more informal way, where a few proc,..4^nals simply take
charge--sometimes on the strength oftheir personalities,
or there may be one person in particular7-sometimeS the
founder, or chief fundraiser. The cliniC may have an
older administrator whose orientation is toward the pro-'
fessionals, or the professionals in a clinic may simply'
have the ability to block any decision which they oppose
from being enacted. This situation is more likely in

. street clinics, where the ''community" being served is
largely transient and therefore difficult to'clefine:;. much.less
integrate into the decisicn-making process. The Haight-
Ashbury. Free Medical Clinic is generally. regarded as a
professional -based street clinic, while the Teenage Medical
Service in Minneapolis is a professional- -based youth clinic.
This description is not meant to imply that these clinics
are any.less flexible or responsive than any of the other
free clinics, simply that this responsiveness is more
dependent on the attitudes and behaviors of the professional
staff than in other.clinics.

COMMUNITY-BASED CLINICS

Community-based clinics attempt to put decision-making
powersin the hands of the staff, .both professional and
non-professional, and the patients. Policy is usually
decided at well-publicized open meetings, or the Board

. of. Directors, if it is the effective decision-making body,
has patient representatives or community members,das well
as both professional and non-profesSional.staff as Board
members., Frequently there.is some-combination of-.the -two
arrangements. Operational decisions may made by clinic
coordinators who are usually young people (whether it is
a street clinic or a neighborhood clinic, this seems to
be the Case) whose bias, if anything, is away from the
professional. Community-based clinics feel a need to
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prevent professionals from dominating the clinic or having
much power over decisions - both operational and policy -
since the feeling is that it has always been the insensitivity
of the professionals to human needs which has created the
bureaucratic impersonal, profit-oriented medical system we
live with now, and that the people to whom the service'is
given should decide how that service will be rendered.

In actual practice, while community-based clinics generally
have a more open framework of decision-making, they have
great difficulty in getting non-staff people to attend
meetings and take an active role in developing the clinic.
As several people said, "It's hard to organize people
around health they don't think about it until they need
treatment, then, they don't want to hear about,the clinic
or volunteer to work, they just want to feel better!"

Where nonprofessional volunteers recruited from the streets
have perceived themselves as patient representatives and
behaved as such, street .clinics tend to have less difficulty
with professional domination. The Washington Free Clinic in
Georgetown is a community-based street clinic, and the
Baltimore People's Free Medical Center is a community -based
neighborhood clinic. The Ann Arbor Free Peoples Clinic is
community-based, and completing a transition from street
clinic to neighborhood clinic; this process is not uncommon,
for as word spreads via the grapeVine that there is a
place to go for good, personal, free care, street clinics
are beginning to see more of the alienated than just young
people.

COLLECTIVES

The collective approach is an attempt to equalize responSi-
bility for and deprofessionalize the running of the clinic

__itself.__Either-all-the-staff,both-professionals-and-non--
professionals, or a portion of the staff - usually the
nonprofessionalS, live together in one housing unit and
share a monthly allotment from the clinic for all living
expenses; the money may be.divided up equally or it may be
apportioned on the basis of collectively-determined need.
Or the group may simply meet together on a regularly scheduled
basis:as'a-work group or a study-group-of-some-sort. This
group'shareS responsibility for all aspects of their free
clinic's operation.

This arrangement is rather rare, and I did not visit any
or talk with anyone from one. I have been told that one
clinic tried paying each and every person on the staff,
from the receptionist to the physician, the same subsis-
tence level. Salary, but "it didn't work out."
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EXAMPLES

H.E.A.D. Clinic (New Orleans)

H.E.A.D. Clinic in New Orleans was until recently an interesting
combination of all three approaches, The clinic serves pri-
matily young transients, especially because the French Quarter
is the first stop for young southerners intending to split for
California. On the second floor of the building in which
the clinia is located is the clinic and N.O.S.E. Switchboard,
which attracts aalarge number of young volunteers. On the
third floor lives the Household, a collective of rom1 to 6
young people who act as H.E.A.D. and N.O.S.E. coordinators
on a rotating basis. Rent for both floors is paid by the
Board of Directors (which is the same for both the clinic'
and switchbOard). The Household is alloted $120 a month
for all needs of however many people are living there at
thbttime r food, clothing, travel, etc. Needless to say,
most members.wotk elsewhere at least some hours a week.
Because the Household is directly accessible to both the
clinic and the switchboard all hours of the day and night,
Household members find themselves making virtually all
operational decisions, and solving all crises, which in
some cases amounts to making policy decisions. On this
level, the clinic and switchboard are run as a collective,
rather "faMily"aatyieiyet the Board-of-Directors is heavily
dominated by professionals, both medical staff and professionals
ifromtb..,?. city who maintain rather tight control of the clinic
and switchboard, especially when it comes totaking public
stands on issues, starting new programs or changing existing
ones. BecaUse of the psychological and emotional drain
of effectively being "on call" 24 hours a day, with no
real privacy, the Household quite recently disbanded and
together with N.O.S.E. volunteers is pushing for. a re-
structuring of the decision - making process in the clinic
to_inalude_mOr&petie4t_fgedback_and greater community,

control.

The Ann Arbor FI:ee People's Clinic (Michigan)

The,.Ann Arbor Free People's Clinic has recently developed

a liew-arrangement-becaUae-the previous approach had
down-almost*completely. Under the old apptoach, a Board
of Directors composed of one elected representative from

and by each:of the services (doctors, medical students,-
nurses, counselors), and six patient representativeswho
had elected.four of themselves at an open meeting and
reserved the two openings for future input, was responsible

for all policy decisions. The Board theoretically met. .
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every two weeks, but was usually unable to produce a
quorum. Operational decisions were made by two unpaid
clinic coordinators, and medical policy was left up to
individual doctors. In practice, all decisions fell
to the two clinic coordinators and any diSputes,over
medical policy were resolved by the passage of time.
The coordinators began to push for changes in the effective
decision-making process, since they mere drained by.total
responsibility for the clinic, and concerned that the
clinic wasbecoming elitist. 'Subsequently, during large
meetings:Of most of the clinic workers and some patients
last Spring, a new decision-making framework evolved.
TO avoid the legalities involved in changing the Board of
Directors, a Coordinating Committee was established to
make policy decisions.. This Committee is composed of 13
people, five of the original Board members who felt. they
could afford the time, newly elected representatives from
each of the service caucuses not represented by a Board
member, the two clinic coordinators, and the remainder
patients. Presently, there is only one patient on the
Committee, but the clinic is holding an all-clinic, all, -
community meeting insSeptember to discuss the new structure
and decide on procedures for adding more patients. September
was chosen because of the usualllull in activity during the
summer months in a University town. The Coordinating
Committee is responsible for all policy, meets every week
to discuss health issues and clinic eventS, and makes volicy-
decisions at every second meeting. By -a majority of vote .

of the Committee, policy votes can be thrown open to the
entire meeting. Operational decisions are still the
responsibility of the clinic coordinators, but when they
feel that a decision effectively involves policy, they row
have a group to take the decision to for ratification or
rejection.

igeshington_Free Clinic (Georgetown)

The Washington Free Clinic in Georgetown has a system
somewhat similar to 1-1.,E.A.D. Clinic. There is a 5-member
collective which takes care of all the operational decisions
.(supply- buying, administration, correspondence, as well as
cleaning up and setting up, and providing the clinic with
some continuity). Unlike the H.E.A.DClinic, however,
policy decisions are made by an open meetings of all
.volunteers, both professional and.noncredentialled, and
any one else who want to come; it is held twice a month.
Decisions are made on a consensus ,rather than majority.basis,
usually by someone's finally saying, "Does anyorib object if
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we do-thus and such?" Although one would think this a
rather intimidating method of obtaining a consensus, in
actuality people do speak up. Bob Rosen, one of the
collective members, said he thought the prbcess worked
fairly well, though.it is time- consuming. .

Baltimore People's Free Medical Center

The Baltimore People's Free Medical Center has a 'similar
framework for decison-making, but also holds staff/patient
meetings after every clinic night to discuss whatever-
problems may have arisen during the evening; resolution is
either made at the meeting or deferred-to another, better
publicized policy meeting.

The open meeting to which anyone may come is the most
consistent feature of free clinics. Variation arises
over who is eligible to vote (if voting is part of the
procedure) and what the open meeting has the power to
decide. Of course, successful implementation of those
decisions IS also dppendent on the staff, who may or may
not respond.

- To reach any definitive conclusions with respect to the
effectiveness of this style of decision-making, more
thorough research would have to be undertaken.

In most youth clinics all decisions are made by the
professional staff. Teenage Medical Service (Minneapolis)
admits this as one of their most often criticized features,
and is concerned about developing an approach to provide
greater patient input.

Free clinics have not really been able to solve the probleM
of decision-making falling into the hands of whoever has
sufficient timeLto_dothe-Work_or_remain-informed---They------------ - ----

have been more successful in opening up the decision-making
process to a broader base of participation than is usual
in service agencies. Most clinics, however, haven't been
in existence long enough to have worked their way through
a number. of approaches. The.process.is tedious because
there really are no successful modelS-available anywhere.
I suspect:that as- time goes' on andclinics-mature;-their
decision-making processes will become progressively more
dotocraticbut.obncurrently more time-Consuming. It will
be an interesting evblution to watch.
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n, Costs and Funding-.

Because their funding bases are so precarious and their
sense of commitment to the needs of the communities they
serve is so high, most free clinics parlay their avail-
able resources into an astounding amount of. service. The
average cost per patient visit, which includes services
from general medical attention to counselling and psycho-
logical help to diagnostic lab tests, runs from around
$1.00 at the Los Angeles Free Clinic to a high of about
$12.00 at the Teen Age Medical Service in Minneapolis.
Most clinics seem to average itround $3-$4 per patient
visit; this is true of the BaLtimore
Clinic as Well as the San Antonio Free Clinic. Somerville
Women's Health Project (Mass.) and H.E.A.D. Clinic in New
Orleans each spend around $1.50 per patient visit.
Hollywood-Sunset Free Clinic Tt.AJ Spends about $2.00
per patient visit. Harbor Free Clinic (San Pedro, Calif.)
spends about $5.00 a patient visit, and the county-run
(sponsored) free clinics in Los Angeles spend about $6.00
per patient visit. It is fairly obvious that free clinics
are providing a vast amount of medical care and service
for surprisingly small amounts of money, yet money is
still quite difficult to acquire. (See Attachment B for
example budget breakdown for a free clinic.)

Free clinics manage to exist in a variety of colorful and
creative ways. Exceedingly few clinics have any steady
source of income large enough to provide a sense of secu-
rity. At present their financial standings range from
thousands of dollars in the red (with no salaries having
been paid for months) to an estimated two to three months
nest-egg in the bank. Free clinics live virtually hand
to mouth.

Clinic budgets range from $6,000 to $60,000 a yearg'with
most falling_ around $20,_000 to $30,000. Personal donations
rather than crants seem to provide the major portion of
clinics' operating cash. There are, of course, donation
cans_inthe clinics' waiting rooms with posters enunciating
the need for financial support and asking for anything the
patient can give. Some posters include the cost to the.
Clinic of providing specified lab tests or a financial
breakdown of the clinic's budget for the current month.
Clinics usually receive from $50 to $600 d month this way.
Some clinics have cans and jars .on the counters of friendly
business people (usually these are street clinics and the
businesses cater to young street people). Some of the
better-known clinics like the Los Angeles Free Clinic or
neighborhood facilities like the Baltimore Clinic receive
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personal checks or cash in the mail with letters saying,
"/ heard about the good things you're doing -- keep it
up!" The Baltimore People's Free Medical Clinic has de-
vised a systea where individuals or-families in the
community pledge $2 to $5 a month; community support is
strong enough that the clinic usually receives $350 to
$400 a month-frem this source.

California clinics seem to be the only ones who do pan-
handling; volunteers -- sometimes appreciative patients --
at the Long each Free Clinic are skillful enough at spare -
changing that the clinic generally sees $1,000 to $1,500
a month of the man-in-the-street's money. Some clinics
are reimbursed by the county health department for each
VD patient they treat (the Ann Arbor clinic receives $7
per patient), but this is far more likely to come in the
form of drugs for treatment than cash.

Some clinics have finagled small grants of $1,000 to $2,000
from organizations like the United Fund, the Community
Chest, and other service organizations. Some have gotten
small grants of $5,000 or $10,000 in order to get started
from local foundations; this frequently happened when the
clinic was the, first in the area and was considered "inno--

.
vative," or was beginning a new program.

Clinics have. held benefits, movie premiers and radio mara-
thons to raise money. H.E.A.D. Clinic in New Orleans
sends volunteers to clean out people's attics and garages
on the condition that the contents are donated to the
clinic. The volunteers then cart it all to a clinic "flea
market" ih.the French Quarter where all proceeds return
to the clinic. The local bubblegum machine distributor
hasagreed to donate a percentage of the profits to H.E.A.D.
Clinic of any new machine which clinic voiunteerscan per-
Suede a business to accept; this, however, has not yet
been-prof itabie-since-few-vokunteers-have'gone-out-tp-local--------
businesses.

Churches are another source of funds, though more frequently
they donate rent-free space for location of the clinic
(space is usually in the basement. Washington Free Clinic
in Georgetown has this arrangement). The Catholic Church
almost totally supports El Barrio Free Clinic in Los
Angeles. Joint Urban Mission Project, a council of four
area churches in Minneapolis, has donated several thousand
dollars to the Southside Medical Clinic there, which also
receives about $5,000 in a drawing account jointly funded
by Northwestern Hospital and Model Cities.
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Some hospitals seem to be becoming interested in assisting
free clinics; as mentioned previously, this may be because
free clinics protect them from having to deal with poor and
culturally different people, where free cliniC people feel
that they have had a consistertly miserable record. A.

more charitable view is that hospitals are concerned4ith
helping free clinics continue to provide services that
they were 'never able to accomplish. In any case, this is
one possibility for some funding that free .clinics are
beginning to push on.

GOVERNMENT FUNDING

The recent NIMB-SAODAP grant to the National Free Clinic
Council was the beginning of an attempt by some people to
find national funding for clinics, and so develop a more
secure funding base. Because of the controversy 'surround-
ing this grant, several points have emerged. :Many clinics
rely on the diversity of'their funding sources:to maintain.
their autonomy; this also necessarily means that grants
must be small, so that the Clinic can continue to function
even if any one or two sourced retract funding because
they disapprove of a clinic's actions (vallally political -
taking a public position in a controversy, or attacking a
local medical institution for failure to live up to its
responsibilities). A large number of clinics ,axe not in-
terested in "drug abuse" grants' because they feel that:

1. More than just.street drugs are involved in drug
abuse; caffeine, nicotine, alcohol and presCription drugs
are abused in the homes of Americans everyday.

2. Drug abuse prevention must involve more than simple
education andseminars; it must assist the individual to
-develop a satisfactory way of life without drug dependence.

3. Drug abuse in this country is merely symptomatic
of the distressing societal conditions'whith.prevail;
until these are changed, drug abuse will continue.

4. Concentration in drug abuse diverts too much
energy and too many resources from morepressing_health_
problems

5. No "drug abuse" grant involves recognition of any
of the aboVe conditions; therefore, the strings attached
to a "drug abuse" grant make it impossible to do anything
genuinely effective about the problem.
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Further, many (but not all) clinics are skeptical of
Federal Government grants, seriously questioning the
ability of the government to let clinics handle grants in
a.style consistent with their values. They are concerned
over Government access to patient records, particularly
through GAO audits. They don't want the resource drain of
accounting systems and reporting requirements, much less
having to keep statistics and possibly having to hassle
patients over eligibility requirements. This is precisely
who so few clinics have pushed for Medicare, Medicaid, and
welfare reimbursement; those-few which have done so have
been able to devise a simple system, and of course don't
receive all they are entitled to.

David Smith of the NFCC raises the objection that Govern-
ment grant's, because they are categorical, definitely
fragment services rather than coordinating and integrating
them. He speaks from experience, as the Haight-Ashbury
Clinic is presently operating under an NIMH grant for drug..
abuse, primarily hard narcotics, but can't provide dental
treatment (something which. many addicts desperately need)
under the grant; yet the increased need for that service
has been partially generated by people coming to the
clinic for treatment under the grant.

Some clinics, especially street clinics, feel that Federal
funding is undesirable if for no other reason than that' it
might jeopardize the clinic's legitimacy in the eyes of
the community it serves. Young people' alienated from the
system are. not likely to seek help in_the camp-of the
enemy (which.they perceive the Federal Government to be).
Other communities, especially working-poor communities,
might begin to view the clinic asa."charity clinic,"
somewhat akin to being on welfare; this objection was
raised by Mary Nudell of the Southside Medical Clinic in
Minneapolis which sees many working-poor.and has been
asked Whether it's a Government charity clinic by some of
its patientii

On the other hand, many free clinics cannot find adequate
funding because-vested interests in the political and /or
medical establiehMent on a local level find theit-ekistence
threatening, and because in many localities health care
for the medically indigent is not a priority. In many
localities, available funds for health-services_to_the
medically indigent'are taken up by more traditional agencies
with more traditional approaches. Some clinics feel that
Federal funding would enable them to by-pass these problems,
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and would free a great deal of energy spent on "bread
hustling" for more creative and positive uses in delivery
and improvement of health services (e.g., as previously
mentioned, more outreach work, more educational programs,
more preventive care).

While free clinics will probably continue to live hand-
to-mouth, their present form of funding is a primitive
form of wealth redistribution, but a very insecure one.
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Section H: Southern California Council of Eree Clinics

There is only one regional consortium of free clinics, the
Southern California Council of Free Clinics. Because the
earlier clinics were'concentrated on the West Coast, and
even today there are more clinics in California than in
any other area, it was natural that these clinics, in
close proximity to one another, develop the first area
coalition.

In July of 1970, a State Regional Medical Programs grant
of about $22,000 provided financial backing for the es-
tablishment of an office and four staff members, called
"The Free Clinic Liaison Program," the grant enabled the
first council meeting to take place in August. The idea
had been discussed among the clinics for several months,
and its realization was due'to the efforts of four or
five people involved full-tme with free clinics in Los
Angeles and one person on the RMP staff. The clinics
originally intended to work together in order to obtain
larger grants, but it eventually became clear that large
grants caused more problems than they were worth.

The first grant the Council obtained was from Economic
and Youth Opportunity Agency of Greater Los Angeles (EYOA),
a State 0E0 agency. Because EYOA had never funded any
programs for poor whites, (political) pressure was exerted
on them to fund the Council. A grant of aboUt $87,000 was
made to the Council in March 1971 for development of commu-
nity organizing and the institution of poverty programs
through the free clinics. The grant supported a field
staff of eight workers, each assigned to two clinics in

_Los Angeles County, and a core office staff of four.

But soon problems began to develop. EYOA and the Council
---could-not---agree-on --hiring-policies; or-on-target-populations.-

The clinics and the field workers finally concluded that
EYOA's interference and rigidity made accomplishment of
the grant's objectives virtually impossible. On August 26,
1971, the Council presented EYOA a letter cutting off all
relationships between the Council and EYOA, and further
refusing all future funding from EYOA; at the same-meeting,
EYOA subsequently took the Council into receivership (which
took all decision-making power into EYOA). At gnat time
less than half the grant had been spent.

This experience certainly did nothing to enhance the pros-
pect of government funding in the eyes of free clinics;
in fact, for many people it only confirmed what they had
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suspected all along, that government was rigid, unrespon-
sive to the needs of human beings, and more concerned with
the letter than the spirit of its guidelines.

The council managed to limp along on what was left of the
old RMP grant (which had no time limits on it and was
extremely flexible money) plus $2,500 from the Adolph
Foundation, until February of 1972, when it received a
second grant from the State RMP for establishing medical
standards in the clinics and evaluating the free clinics'
services. It is presently operating under this grant,
which terminates in December.

There are currently around forty-five members of the
Council representing the seven counties of. Southern
California. The Council includes .a number of associate
members - other social agencies involved with and in-
terested in free clinics, e.g., crisis intervention
centers, hotlines, community organizations such as Gay
Community Services Center (which will achieve full member-
ship when they open a free clinic next month); associate
members do not vote, but serve on committees and partici-
pate in meetings.

The Board of Directors is the entire incorporated body of
the SCCFC, which meets quarterly (i.e., each member sends
a representative). The Board sets general policy, pro-
vides accountability for all funding, and is the ultimate
decision-making body of the Council; it ratifies or re-
jects the decisions and directions set by the Coordinating
Council.

The Coordinating Council is the working group of the
SCCFC, and meets at least once a month. It consists of
the President, Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer
of the Board, the chairperson of each program committee,

__gone representative_frPm_eaCh_cganty_council,_one_moting___
repiseniative from the Advisory Board, the chairperson
of each standing committee (Quality and Standards, Communi-
cations and Resources, Minority Rights, and Membership)
and other committees as established by the Board and the
Council staff.

The county councils are the structures by which free
clinics and community health organizations work together
on common problems, and they also meet once a month.

After the experience with EYOA, the Council decided to
turn its energies strictly to information-sharing, policy
establishment, and collective action. The only acceptable
grants would be small, and would not be administered by
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the Council aff although the grants would still formally
be made to the Council. What evolved was a rather unusual
and innovative procedure. A Program Committee is formed
of one representative from each clinic receiving money
from the grant; thus only those clinics involved in the
grant administer it, and can work out mutually acceptable
solutions to all problems based on the realities of the
situation, rather than having an isolated administrator
make decisions in a vacuum.

There is presently only one working Program Committee,
that administering the Los Angeles Regional Family Plan-
ning (LARF) grant for'distribution-of birth control
supplies. The second LARF grant which began on July 1,
1972 involved 9 clinics in Los Angeles County, and pays
for the supplies plus (unlike the first one) a minimal
salary for a full-time coordinator. The total grant is
$17,000.

The Council is presently engaged in two m jor areas. The
Resource and Communications Committee is developing plans
for a newsletter, and is tackling the issue of resource-
sharing - especially drugs and equipment. Frequently, a
clinic must turn down an offer of equipment - examining
tables are frequently proffered, sometimes an x-ray unit -
because the clinic doesn't need it and there is no place
to store it. Then two months later a new clinic opens up
or another clinic for some reason would like the equip-
xmlat, but it's no longer available. The Committee is
presently looking for a warehouse to use in storing equip-
ment and surplus drugs as well, and is considering the
possibilities of collective supply buying in the future.

A major controversy israpidly developing over abortion
services and reported Unethical practices. Recently
liberalized interpretation of California's abortion law
has meant a dramatic increase in hospital-performed abor-
tions.

Since hospitals cannot."advertise" their services, they
are dependent on abortion referral services to form the
link between patients and themselves. Many free clinic
people, particularly women involved with women's clinics,
feel that hospitals are making "quick profits" by charging
high prices (about $150 for a 3-4 hour hospital stay) for
minimum medical :are with no additional counseling or psy-
chological care; they charge that many hospitals are
little more than a mass production line, with little warmth
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or compassion'for the woman involved.

Purther,.many hospitals are reportedly paying "kickbacks"
to referral services on a per-patient basis; this has
established a situation where patients are referred to
hospitals on a profit- making basis-for the referral serv-
-.tee, rather than on a quality of care basis for the
,patient .

Because free clinics themselves do a large portion of
abortion referrals, they are a potentially loud, autonomous
voice in the struggle to "clean up" and humanize services
associated with abortion all the way down the line.

Late last spring a Los Angeles hospital began approaching
individual local clinics, attempting to develop an ex-
clusive contract. with each clinic for abortion referral
in exchange for:doctors, cash, supplies, or whatever else
the clinicvdesired. Alarm among the clinics mounted as
it began to seem that this hospital was trying to "buy
off" potential clinic intervention in its abortion
"program."

At the Council meeting in June, free clinic people present .
were able to quickly agree that collective Action was
both necessary and important. They appointedthe adminis-
trator of the Women's Clinic (Los Angeles) to represent
them in all negotiations with the hospital; inquiries
from the hospital to. any clinic will be directed to her.
-They-furtherestablithed-a-dommittee-bnderher-to-work-on-
the problems with the entire abortion situation from
referrals to medical procedures to counselling.

The clinics in Southern California have found the Council
to be. an invaluable vehicle for pooling of information
and ,sharing.of resources, for ironing-out of problems,
and taking collective action on issues which affect them
all.
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Section I: The National Free Clinic Council

The National Free Clinic Council was established in 1968
largely due to the efforts of Dr. David E. Smith, founder
of the first free clinic, the Haight-Ashbury Free Medical
Clinic (June, 1967), early spokesman and interpreter of
free clinics to the Establishment. The NFCC stated as its
goal "....to overcome the crisis orientation of most of
the currently operational free clinics... (to) permit the
necessary expansion into all primary health care services."
(See Attachment C for the_HFCC _Statement of Purpose). It
offered its operational objectives as:

1. To provide a focal point for the sociomedical
momentum of the free clinic "movement."

2. To develop a system of information dissemination
concerning all aspects of free clinic operation.

3. To gain access to health care funding which is
available at the national level and distribute such
monies equally to member free clinics.

4. To sponsor and administer an annual National Free
Clinic Council Meeting.

5. To provide consultation services both for improve-
ment of quality of.services being rendered in established
free clinics and for establishment and organization of
new free clinics.

As the free clinic movement grew, so did the activities of
the Council. It sponsored a Free Clinic Symposium in
January, 1970 with some 25 clinics participating. In
January, 1971 the Council held the first NFCC Symposium
with about 500 individuals present, and the Second
Symposium in January 1972 had over 800 registrants. But
at the recent Second Symposium, one of the most violent
controversies ever to shake the free clinic movement,
ripped through the conference and shattered it, leaving
free clinic peopleeverywhere wondering what happened.
That controversy is still raging. An excellent and pene-
trating account of that weekend is available elsewhere

__.(See Health-PAC Bulletin No. 38). What emerged from the weekend
that many free clinics at the present time do not stand
behind the National Free, Clinics Council's attempt to
obtain Federal or any other kind of national financing.
Already many clinics have stated their intention not to
have anything to do with the NIMH-SAODAP drug abuse
grant (exactly how many is impossible to tell, but con-
versations with people from Ann Arbor, Baltimore,
Washington, New Orleans, Los Angeles and several
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Minneapolis clinics have made it crystal clear). At the
March Medical Committee for Human' Rights Convention in Chicago
there reportedly was talk of forming an Amerikan Free
Clinic Council to block all actions of the NFCC, but those
people present decided that their energies would be better
spent in their clinics.

The most immediate cause of dissension within free clinics
has been the $1 million NIMH-SAODAP grant, but the roots
of the debate go much deeper than that. Many free clinics
feel that the NFCC has compromised their principles and
Philosophies all the way down the line, and the $1 million
drug abuse' grant is symptomatic of the NFCC's approach to
its stated goal of "the attainment of national legitimiza-
tion (for free clinics)." To many free clinics the grant
is the beginning of making free clinics a "legitimate"
part of the medical establishment by allowing the existing
health care delivery system to continue as it always has
and providing free clinics the permanent and perpetual
function of "cleaning up the leftovers," of forever re-
maining band-aids on a fundamentally sick system.

This approach directly contradicts many free clinics'
perception of their function as the provision of health
care to the medically indigent only until they have
succeeded in changing the present system sufficiently to
adequately provide good health care for all people.

The other side of- the argument,-however, rests on a less
optimistic view of institutional capacity for change.
Implicit in the search for more stable sources of funding
is the feeling that "if we don't provide it, nobody will,
and than once again our people will have nowhere to go."

There is a very fine line between attaining sufficient
legitimacy to have some impact on the system, and .in-
stitutionalizing oneself as the band-aid solution to the
system's failures. Some free clinics feel that the
present NFCC approach will push the movement over it,
into institutionalization; others do not.

Because of this deep disagreement, many clinics are con-
cerned that the NFCC will assume the role of spokesman
for the entire movement. This fear is not unfounded
since the NFCC is the only national "organization" of
free clinics.(similarly, although the AMA does not speak
for all doctors, it has assumed the role of spokesman
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for the medical field, partly because other people have
treated it as such.)

Other objections raised in free clinics against the NFCC
include the fact that it is not now and never has been a
representative body; no elections have ever been held for
regional representatives or for the executive positions,
and the constituency has never agreed to be represented by
the NFCC no clinic has ever "joined" the NFCC). On
these grounds, how can the NFCC.call itself a spokesman
of the free clinic movement? Further, in direct contra-
diction to the goal of de-professiOnalization, the NFCC
was formed almost exclusively by professionals with no
input from the community or from noncredentialed health
workers. The overloading of degreed professionals on the
Conference agenda in January demonstrated a continuing
bias in favor of professionals, whose attitudes are perceived
by many free clinic workers to be a significant source of
the problems which generated free clinics in the first,
place. Again, how can the NFCC be representative of the
free clinic movement?

Presently there is discussion among some free clinics of
ways to convert the NFCC into a representative, viable
organization; and to establish new priorities. A con-
stitutional convention is being planned for February 1973,
and discussion concerning elections for all positions is
underway. Whatever else emerges from the controversy,
one thing is quite clear: at present, the legitimacy,
aims, direction,- and- personnel-of.the National_Free _Clinic
Council stand in serious question among a large number
of free clinics. This controversy crystallizes the
philosophical dilemma which many free clinics find them-
selves caught in: how to make the transition between this
system and a better one.
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PART III. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION

Because free clinic people have been working with medi-
cally indigent communities on a daily basis, discussing
their needs and experimenting with programs and approaches
to meet them, the staff of free clinics have developed an
expertise which few people possess. Particularly sensi-
tive to the actual availability of health cake in their
areas, many of them have developed an excellent working
knowledge of health services at the functional level.
Their unique position in the community gives them a
perspective which few health aaministrators and policy-
makers have.

With the present crisis of performance in the health care
area (as in Many other institutions), free clinic people.
form a vital link with unmet health needs in the community
which all institutions,genuinely concerned with effective
health care delivery cannot afford to ignore. The im-
portance of the free clinic approach has been established
overwhelmingly by the acceptance and use of services,
by community support in times of harrassment, by community_
people volunteering to work in clinics, by the constantly
increasing number of free clinics. With incredibly
limited resources, they have succeeded in doing.a job at
which the medical establishment, with all its:billions of.
dollars, advanced technological equipment and highly
trained personnel, has been less than successful. Quite
clearly the difference is in approachesto health care.
HEW spends millions of dollars in developing health care
-programs-to-serve-unmet-health-needs-:- It-needs free....... -
clinic people. Dialogue between HEW and free tlinics
must begin.

1.. Informal discussions with free clinic staff,
supported by on-site visits to free clinics during the
evenings when they are, operating, would serve to inform
health program administrators of the free clinic-approach
and its success. This should happen for both top .level
administrators and regional office program adMinistrators,
as well as program officers.

2. Free clinic workers, especially those.in clinics
which have- specified as their task the establishment. of .

programs and systems to fulfill unmet health needs, should
be placed not only on advisory committees and guidelines
committees,. but also on intradepartmental committees es-
tablishedto design or evaluate programs, and should
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become involved in the grant reviewing process. For
example, there is no reason why staff people from free
Clinics should be excluded from the health service
committee drawing up guidelines on consumer self-health
programs. ..Free clinics have proven that "technical
competence" and a host of credentials are not as relevant
to insight on health needs and approaches to meeting them,
as are genuine concern and constant interaction with the
community.

3. HEW, should use its considerable influence to exert
pressure on State and local government in several ways.

a. Free clinic staff should have input into State
health plans; where those are operational, free clinic
staff should assist in evaluating them.

b. More varieties of people should be included in
State health planning agencies-; HEW may require' that
position descriptions be written and strongly suggest that
experience working in a free clinic 'is especially valuable.
Health planning needs.to involve more skills than statis-
tical analysiS and administrative facility; it needs to
'involve first-hand experience with the needs to be met.

4. HEW should use its influence with medical schools
to exert pressure for changes in those institutions.

a. More minorities and more women should. be
admitted:and-assisted-financially:-

b, Curricula should be more flexible in health.
LprofeasiOns institutions; more first-hand experience-in
the community is needed by health students.in all fields.

(l) Few medical,institutions-have even been
retipOntiVeto dialogue initiated:by.free clinic people.
The University of MinnesOta is a notable exception'.

(2) Because the socially accepted way of
seeking help in this society is to seek out a: doctor,
many people bring more than simply medical problems to a
doctor.' While societal change in these.attitudes is an
ongoing process, health students, especially medical
students, heed more training in sensitivity to and ability .

to deal with these problems., particularly sex-related
problems; doctors need to develop an ability to treat the
whole person rather than just his/her disease-, and to
handle referrals in a sensitive and compassionate manner.
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Health professions curricula should be altered to meet.
this need.

5. HEW should also use its influence with State
departments 'of education and local school boards to em-
phasize the necessity for sound, thorough and serious
attention to health education. The present state of
health and nutrition education in the schools is scandalous.
Free clinic people are excellent resources to provide
assistance in this area. They have proven an ability to
communicate effectively with young people; many have
successfully Written their own literature to relate
desperately needed information to young people.

a. With HEW support, free clinic people can work
with State and local educational, agencies to redesign the
health curricula and literature..

b. At the minimum, free clinic people can conduct
education seminars, workshops and other programs in the
schools to supplement existing approaches. ,

6. HEW should use its influence with hospitals and
public health services to ensure that free clinic people
are involved in planning new programs and evaluating ex-
isting ones. Where HEW programs require community advi-
sory boards, HEW guidelines should require free clinic
representation on those boards.

7: Free clinics are serving communities which-are un-
able to provide health care facilities for themselves.
Many health' programs are aimed at assisting these same
communities, but; administrative policies and program guide-
lines prevent free clinics from receiving direct HEW
assistance and support. Yet free clinics have shown a
measure of success which outshines many more lavishly
funded organizations. HEW can and should support the im-
provement of free clinic services and the dissemination
of their approach to health care. Policy and guidelines
which exclude free clinics from financial support through
HEW programs should be revised. HEW should(also provide
technical .assistance to free clinics in developing pro-
posals and seeking other compatible funding sources, as
well as actively encouraging private agencies and organiza-
tions to fund free clinics.

8. There are many ways which HEW can support free
clinics above and beyond the arena of direct funding.
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a. All free clinics are legally incorporated as
nonprofit agencies. The surplus property utilization pro-
gram should donate property and material to free clinics
which desperately need them, rather than to well-endowed
institutions which already have resources to obtain what
they need.

b. HEW should assist clinics to form State and
regional councils similar to the Southern California
Council of Free Clinics for information exchange and
cooperation by providing small grants for council office
staff, space, supplies and travel. It must be made clear,
however, that the free clinics will control the council
and its activities, and that professional credentials
cannot be a requirement or in expectation of the staff.

c. HEW should assist clinics to improve the
quality of their services and staff by funding training
workshops, conferences and seminars to be planned and
operated by free clinic personnel, with technical assist-
ance from regional HEW personnel, especially the Youth
Affairs Representative on the Regional Directors' staff.

d. HEW should assist free clinics to improve
their services and to share their approaches to health
problems by funding small research grants. These research
grants should be carefully screened to ensure that they
go to people involved in and understanding of the f,,:ee

clinic operation. Too often research.grants are made to
academics or Ph.D. candidates who have little real feeling
for their subject.

e. Regional office personnel, especially the
Office of the Regional Director -- Youth Affairs Representa7
tive, should assist free clinics in several ways.

(1) Assist free clinics to identify potential
sources of funding for equipment and services.

(2) Assist free clinics to develop relation-
ships with established health care institutions for the
purpose of sharing information on unmet health needs and
developing programs to meet local needs.

(3) Work with free clinics and local medical
institutions to develop services integration models of
local health care delivery systems. Free clinic people
are especially crucial to this effort since they have
first-hand knowledge of many of the barriers which community
people face.
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9. HEW and free clinics should cooperate in ensuring
that HEW-fuhded programs .accomplish what they set out to
do.

a. HEW program staff should provide free clinics
with policy guidelines on health programs, and notify free
clinics of grants made on the local level in health
services.

b. Free clinics should be recognized as social
service agencies with the right to comment on environmental
impact statements prepared by the Department on proposed
health services grants.

As dialogue opens up between HEW and free clinics, many
more recommendations for action will develop, and more
potential areas of cooperation will occur. The most im-
portant of all these recommendations is that people
begin talking with and listening to one another, that HEW
recognize that free clinics have many vital and insightful
things to say about unmet health needs, and that HEW
people from top level administrators to program officers
go out into the streets and listen.
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FOOTNOTES

1. The Free Clinic: A Community Approach to Health
Care and Drug Abuse. David E. Smith, David J.
Bentel, and Jerome L. Schwartz, editors. STASH
Press, Beloit, Wisconsin, 1971.

2. Free Clinics, Health-PAC Bulletin No. 34, October 1971.
Pact 5.

3. The Selling of Free Clinics, Health-PAC Bulletin No. 38,
February 1972. Entire IssUe.
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ATTACHMENTS

A. Letter of April 23, 1972, from Nancy Lessin, Ann
Arbor Free People's Clinic, ,to Ann Arbor Board of
Health describing the clinic's philosophy and making
recommendations to the Board for action.

B. Baltimore People's Free Medical Clinic sample news-
letters, including budget breakdown.

C. National Free Clinic Council Statement of Purpose.
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April 23, 1972

Ann Arbor Board of Health
Ann Arbor City Hall
-Ann Arbor, Michigan

Dear Members of the Ann Arbor Board of Health,

In your letter of March 16, 1972 to-the Ann Arbor Free People's
Clinic, you requested to be informed of our views regarding
(1) priority health care needs in Ann Arbor, and (2) the role of the
City in the development of programs to meet these needs. In order to
give more complete answers to these questions, let me first desdribe
to you the Free People's Clinic in relationship to the unmet health
,care needs in Aim Arbor. The fact of the existance (sic) of a Free
Clinic in a town that proports t9 house the "finest health care re-
sources in the world" is indicat :.ve that something is wrong with the
health care delivery system in Ann Arbor. Since our opening in
January of 1971, the Free People's Clinic has seen over 5,000 new
patients; approximately 60% of whom live in Ann Arbor, and 85% of
whom live in Greater Ann Arbor (Washtenaw County). With minimal
publicity, we are now seeing an average of 35-40 patients per clinic
session, or up to 200 patients per week: In order for the Free People's
Clinic to continue to provide a unique health care experience-for its
patients and for its staff, it must maintain its philosophies and live
up to its ideals which include the belief that health care is a human

right, not a privilege based on income or anything else; that health
care means caring about people, not just treating_their.diseases;-that.
an emphasis-on health 'education, preventative medicine, demystification
and deprofessionalization of medicine must underlie -all interactions
between staff and patients; that no hierarchical structures can.exist
among staff in the clinic and between staff and patients; and that there

will be no.coMpromising of each patient's right to spend as much time
getting treated and getting educated aposhe or he feels is necessary.
But these ideals and' philosophies tend to break down under the pressure
of increased numbers of people needing and desiring the services of the

Free Clinic. There is the fear and danger that the Free People's Clinic
will 'become nothing morethan a semi-hip out-patient department; with

.
the high.volume Of patients resulting in long patient waits; rushed,
depersonalized visits, and much guilt on the part of the Free Clinic
workers. about the inability of the clinic to meet the demand. But,

because the staff ofthe Free People's Clinic realizes that 216 people
offering medical care on a totally voluntary basis is not a really
viable answer to the unmet health care needs of Ann Arbor and Washtenaw
County, the Free'Clinic is beginning to see its goalsas not to establish
the "perfect Free Clinic" but to he create systems and programs in
conjunction with the established health care facilities in this town
and county whereby peoples' health needs can be met. We are aware
that the money, personnel, and, equipment for health care is overwhelmingly
owned by the already established institutions, and we feel that it is a
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question of priorities how that money will be spent and which programs
will or will not be set up. Traditionally, health care programs have
been established by committees or groups of medical professionals who
study the "unmet health needs" of a given community and then decide or
advise hospitals, hospital boards, etc., on which programs and facilities
they (the medical professionals) feel should be instituted to meet unmet
needs. There are two such groups presently functioning in the Ann Arbor
area: the Community Medicine Committee of the Washtenaw County Medical
Society, and the Community Medicine Committee of St. Joseph Mercy
Hospital. Both were formed to "study" the unmet needs of the Ann Arbor
and Washtenaw.County community and make recommendations on how these
needs should be met. At the present time the St. Joseph Mercy Hospital
Committee is developing a plan for a "walk-in" evening clinic that they
are projecting will serve 20 patients perevening at a cost to the patient
of $7 per patient visit. In a yet un-published report, a member of the
committee has estimated that of the 60;000 non-student. population of
Ann Arbor, 1% are medically indigent; and that this walk-in clinic will
be able to help meet the needs of these people. As expressed to this
Committee when representatives of the Free People's Clinic met with them,
the Free Clinic has developed a definition of "medically indigent" that
includes people who, for whatever reason (financial or otherwise) feel
they can not get the kind of health care they need and desire at the
established health care facilities. We wonder how this walk-in clinic
will be able to meet the needs of those who can "afford!' medical care
but are no longer willing to subject thmselves to the dehumanizing
aspects of medical care so often found in the established medical
institutions. We also wonder how this.walk-in clinic will be able to
meet the needs of people who can not afford medical care. We see $7
being just as prohibitive as $10 or $15 to people who have no or low
incomes. $7 per
medical attention until their problem is acute; thus will again continue
to discourage any kind of preventative aspect to health care. We feel
that if professionals continue to control or even dominate committees
that are seeking to establiSh ways of meeting unmet health care needs,
that the programs coming. out of these committees stand a high risk of
not being viable.

The FreePeople's Clinic is also beginning to hear more about a
Community Medicine Division being established at University Hospital.
One of the areas we have heard that this Division may concentrate on
is the reorganization ofthe University Hospital Out-patient Departments
to make them function more efficiently. The Free Clinic feels thatAny
kind of long-range planning should not be in the direction of improving
out-patient departments, but instead, in the direction of establishing a
network of neighborhood health centers. These health centers should be

.
located throughout the Ann Arbor and Washtenaw County area, and should
be controlled by the community in which the clinic or center is located
and by the health workers: -in that clinic. This would do two important

.things: (1) end dependency on traveling to a centralized hospital for
health care, and (2) give consumers of health care a role in determining
how that care is being delivered to them, thus making sure that the

medical facility is ever-responsive to their needs.
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Until such time as neighborhood health centers are a reality, the
Free Pepple's Clinic sees an increasing need for a patient-advocacy pro-
gram to be set up to insure each patient. who uses the Emergency Rooms,
Out-patient Departments, or in-patient facilities of the local established
medical institutions of their rights as a patient. While the Free Clinic
has not as yet designed in detail a plat for thiaprogram, we have
definite ideas 'on many aspects of the need for, the content of, and the
Institution of, such a program.

Another group or committee in the Ann Arbor-Washtenaw County area
that the Free People' Clinic has been told acts in an advisory capacity,
advising St. Joseph Mercy Hospital administration of the needs of the
Washenaw (sic) County community and how that hospital can best berespon-
sive to those needs; is the controversial Community Advisory Board of
St. Joseph Mercy Hospital. The people who sit on this Advisory Board
are:

Robert P. Laughna: Chief Executive Officer, Highway Transportation.
Group of American Commercial Lines, Inc., Romulus, Michigan
Howard. S. Holmes : President of Chelsea Milling Company (producers
of Jiffy Mix); a director of Ann Arbor Trust;:a local banker
Nelson Deford : Managerof.J.C. Penney's;_a-very active business--
tan'in this area.
Harold Sponberg :.President, Eastern Michigan University
Robert Aselson : President of University Microfilm
Ann Edwards : "homemaker"; wife of Joseph Edwards, a vice-
president of Ann Arbor Bank.
Jerry Gooding : Vice - president of Whittaker and Gooding (Trucking
Company), Chairman of the Board of the National Bank of Ypsilanti.
John Barfield : President of Barfield Cleaning Company
Robben Fleminz : President of University of Michigan..
.Robert Johnson : of C.P.A. Firm Icerman, johnson, and Hoffman;
Ann ArbOr's"number.nne.accounting_firm"..----------:-------------------

--PaUl-HMmerman : President of Concordia Lutheran College; Vice-
President and director of Huron Valley National Bank.
Gage Cooper : (former) manager of Detroit Edison in Ann Arbor
Peter Forsythe : University of Michigan attorney
Keeve M. Segal : founder and chairman of KMS Industries.

It is quite obvious that these people are not at all representative of
the-entire community that'uses St. Joseph Mercy Hospital, and would have
a difficult time indeed of representing the needs of the medically

. indigent community of Ann Arbor and,Washtenaw County. If the actual

purpose of this Community Advisory Board,is to advise the administration
of the hospital on how the hospital can best meet the needs of the. Ann .

Arbor-Washtenaw county community, then this present Community'Advisory'
Board_should_be-disbanded-ias-it-is-grossly-unrepte-dentifails
-community; and a new board should be selected by and from the total
Community and include medically indigent representatives as well as repre-
sentatives trim low-, middle- and upper - income levels.
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There are other areas of health care that require immediate
attention, for they have gone on too long with no attention at all:
(1) There have been numerous testimonies by medical professionals and
non-professionals as to the grossly inadequate health conditions in
the Washtenaw County Jail, located in the city of Ann Arbor, and
housing a majority of Ann Arbor and Washtenaw County citizens. As yet,
these conditions remain, with no one taking the responsibility for
implementing their correction. While bureaucracies continue to pass
the buck, people are being deprived of their basic rights to healthy
living conditions and medical care. All citizens and boards in this
city and in this county should look to see who is responsible for
these conditions. If it is themselves, they should undertake immediate
programs and methods for correcting these conditions. If it is oLhers,
the citizens and health boards of this city should put immediate pressure
and make immediate demands on those who are responsible, to have these
conditions rectified at once.

(2) Laws regarding eligibility of people to receive medical treat-
ment should.be looked into at once. There will soon be bills before
the Michigan State Legislature that employ the philosophy that health .

care is a right ofeverycn.e. .This_means .that-anyone-,--ragardless-of-age-,-
has the right to confidential medical care. All pressure should be .

brought to bear on those with decision-making power by citizens and
by health boatds and committees, to end restrictions on the rights of
people to seek and obtain health care.

(3) Because of the shortage of physicians and in particular
primary-care physicians, there should be an emphasis on establishing and
sUpporting programs that utilize paraprofessicinals. These programs could
be, for example, in areas such as counseling: health education classes in
the ccimmunitT:and in-the-sehOola(eg. nutrition classes; pre- and post-
natalciassesclasses_explaining:cause, treatmentv-and-prevention-df
certain diseases and conditions such as venereal disease, classes aimed
at de-mystifying health and medical care); and screening programs and
counseling for such conditions as sickle -cell anemia, lead poisoning,
and poor nutrition. Such programs involving extensive use of para-
professionals and non-professional man- and woman -power could be an
important step in putting a focus and emphasis on preventative medicine,
an aspect of health care too long neglected by many. established medical

facilities and institutions, and by many medical professionals.

(4) When viewing health care and health problems from a broad
perspective, phenomenon such as transportation are seen as playing a
vital part in contributing or detracting from an individual's right to
health care.' There is a great need for indigent people asfellasour_____

_elderly-citizens-and-all.--out-citfzerisT"to-FeiibleEaiiiVe access to care

when they need it. The non-existance (sic) of'any kind of transportation
system that can be utilized by. indigent or elderly citizens plays an
important part in whether these citizens.have health care available -to

them. The area of transportation and creating a responsivetransportation-
system should be-viewed-by all-those interested in health care as patt of

the total picture of health dare.



Because of the length of this letter, I will try to summarize
what has been said, and then make several recommendations on how the
City Board of Health can respond to our suggestions.

Problems:
(1) The major problems with the existing medical facilities in Ann

Arbor include:
- prohibitive costs of medical consultation and treatment
- long waiting periods for medical treatment, especially in
emergency rooms and out-patient departments

-depersonalized and dehumanized treatment and care
-racist and sexist traditions permeating much of the health care
-poor accessibility to medical facilities (due to centralized
facilities and a non-responsive transportation system or
non-system).

-no assural of patients' rights; no accountable advocacy program
whereby ople having problems with the existing facilities
can have their grievances aired and taken careof.

-no system of accountability to the community that uses the facilities
- little or no emphasis on preventative health care

(2) 'Other-healthcare concerns in Ann Arbor involve:
-grossly inadequate health conditions of the Washtenaw County
Jail.

-few programs utilizing the wealth of para- and non-professionals'
talents and skills

-few programs for the community offering health education and
preventative aspects. of health care (including how to deal
with problems such as inadequwte,housing, inadequate diet,...)

. -little emphasis on medical screening and counseling programs
and-other prevention-oriented programs it-the-OOMMunity.
-changing lawsregardingtheight_to_seek
advice and treatment.

Possible Solutions:
(1) At the present time the Health Care Delivery System in Ann Arbor
is not meeting the needs of many citizens of.Ann Arbor. In order to
assurethat:new programs do meet peoples' needs; programs, facilities,
and systems must be accountable to those who use them. Not only shoUld
representative.consumers of health care services be.members and have
decision- making power on all planning committees designing programs to
meet peoples' health needs; but, representatives of the community that
present medical facilities are now serving should have input on how
those facilities are or are not meeting their needs and what should
be done to rectify situations that. have arisen,
(2)_,Programs,.dealing._:with_ long- range - plans- for-the ~Health-care Delivery

System:in Ann Arbor and Washtenaw County should plan for a network of
neighborhood health centers rather than "bigger and better" out-patient
departments.
(3) a patient-advocacy program' - should be established for all people
using health facilities in Ann Arbor.
(4) A seventh Public Health Nurse should be hired to fill the vacancy

of the nurse who recently resigned.
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(5) the priorities for spenditure of monies by hospitals, committees,
councils, and boards, should be toward meeting unmet health needs. This
would include monies to be.appropriated forcovering.the costs of medical
consultation, treatment, and medication for those unable to afford health
care.
(6) Programs emphasizing preventative health care (health education
classes, medical screening and counseling programs, etc.) should be
established and funded. Skills and talents.of "community people" -
paraprofessionals and non-professionals - should be utilized extensively
in these areas.
(7) a new, responsive transportation system should be established
(8) Health conditions in the Washtenaw County Jail.should. be corrected

.immediately.. All pressure should be brought to bear on those who are
responsible for the grosSly inadequate conditions.
(9) Pressure should be placed upon the State LegiSlature to pass lawS
ending restrictions on the seeking and obtaining of medical advice and
treatment.'
(10) In light of the facts that:the Ann Arbor Free People's Clinic is
now attempting to meet some unmet health needs of citizens of Ann Arbor
and Washtenaw County; that the Free Clinic staff consists of216workers_
who _all .volunteer..their-time-and-services-in-lany-Capacities.iri an attempt

to meet these needs; that the Free People's. Clinic is presently paying
rent to the City of Ann Arbor for the "privilege" of being able to pro-.
vide, for free, medical services to the citizens of A n Arbor (as are
the other mainly-volunteer incorporations - Drug Help cad Ozone House -
also located in the building at 502 E. Washington Street - attempting
to provide certain other types of niliTh-needed services 0 people in the
Ann Arbor-Washtenaw County Area); we recommend that City, Council should
be requested to not charge rent to those organizationsnow located in the
facility at 500 and 502 E.Washington_Street, Ann Arbor; for use of this
city-owned building.

,

RecommendstionS as to what the City Board of Health's role should be in
instituting these changes and programs:

(1) The City.HOard of Health should address itself immediately to the
unmet health needs of Ann Arbor. In all .possible instances it should
set up, or .advise other councils, boards, committees, or facilities,
to establish and fund the programd detailed above.

(2) The City Board of Health should set up a Community Advisory Board
to itself that will include representatives of those people whose
needs are NOT being met by the present Health Care Delivery System
in Ann Arbor.

-(3)--In-instances-Where-thitityfardOf Health does not have direct
responsibility or direct decision-making power to change certain
health conditions or laws; the City Board of Health should -put
pressure on those bodies or individuals who do have responsibility
and/ordecision-making power_to make necessary CjamgesAls-laws-and -

conditiOnS; and institute necessary programs.
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(4) The City Board of Health should advise City Council to provide
its building at 500 and 502 E. Washington Street, Ann Arbor, free
of charge to the Free People's Clinic, Drug Help, Ozone House,
and the Community Center Project.

(5) The City Board of !Health should recommend that City Council set .

up public hearings on Health, to be held at the first possible
opportunity (preferably within the next month). .

Too often corrective measures and new programs are not implemented
and instituted for the specified reason'that "further study" is said to
be necessary in planning for solutjions to the probleMs-AnnArbor is
facing regarding unmet health needs.- Our analysis of the crisis in health
care delivery it Ann Arbor shows that further "study" of many of the
problems, without taking immediate action to correct these problems,
will be gross neglect'on the part of public officials. and medical
professionals. To say that there are enought physicians in the Ann iAor'
area to meet,present health needs is to not be dealing realistically
with the problems of accessibility, cost, and compassion in health care.

We hope that our sense of seriousness and trisis
these matters will move,the Ann Arbor Board of Health to act immediately
on these issues. The Free People's Clinic is more than willing to work
with any and all individuals, committees, facilities, and boards to help
rectify the inadequacies and inequities in the present health care
delivery system in Ann Arbor and Washtenaw County.'

Peace and Health,

// Nancy

Free People's Clinic
500 E. Washington. St. -

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108

cc: Ann Arbor News
Huron Valley Advisor
-Michigah Daily
Ann Arl,nr Cina

Ann Arbor City Council
Democratic Party, Ann Arbor,,Wabhtenaw County
Republican Party, Ann Arbor, Washtenaw'County
Human. Rights Party, Ann Arbor, Washtenaw CoUnty
Washtenaw. County Board of Health

Medical, Committee for Human Rights, Ann Arbor
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The Clinic continues to grow. Open now three evenings per week (Monday,,
Wednesday, and Thursday)- with three to five -doctor on -tinily- each eVening ,

. _ .

we are able to serve an ever increasing number of people. The work load on
the day-time staff has become too great to. provide a statistical breakdown of
clinic visits this month, but the Clinic is seeing over 100 people per week. That
means that since the Clinic opened May 4, we have treated over 1200 people.

WOMEN'S COUNSELING: The Women's CoUnseling Center still provides the best
birth control and abortion counseling and referral

service in the city. Their record on abortion referraIS for women who come in
early enough in virtually. 100%. Women's Liberation has developed more
confidence in the service they provide than in any other agency in the city...

The abortion Loan Fund provided $790 to needy women in interest free_lons____--
.....during.September.---ThefundThowever,--is--VeYy iiiirly--dePleted at the present

time. Contributions for the fund should be so earmarked and sent to: People's
Clinic Support Fund, 3133 Guilford Avenue, Baltimore, Md. 21218.

STREET FESTIVAL: September 19 saw clear skies for the Free Clinic Street
Festival. With a large measure of community cooperation

thousands of people enjoyed an afternoon together. Music, balloons, food, tie-
dying, breati and roses, Tarot reading, body painting, and beautiful people
highlighted the day. Neighborhood people provided electricity for the bands, heat
for the hot dogs, and the streets in front of their houses for the event. People
helped willingly to staff the many booths. As a fund raising event the Clinic
netted over $600, but the major success .was in the fun that people had. Thank
you all.

DAY STAFF AND CHILL) CARE NEED HELP: The day staff at the Clinic is
desperately_ in need of help__The_____.,

a.n.swering the phone,
helping pwopIe who come in, keeping medical records, delivering laboratory.
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specimens, etc., but it is important: Sinee schools opened, much of the
previously available help has dissipated, The present staff cannot handle the load.
If you have time available, even one afternoon a week, call 467 -6040: and volunteer.
The work is vital to the functioning of the Clinic.

The Child Care staff on clinic nights also need additional help,. particularly on
Wednesdays and Thursdays.. The stiff is doing a great job. Working with the
children of patients, staff, and neighborhood kids, they are not simply providing
a babysitting service, but trying to work creatively with the children to make their
time at the Clinic a rnean;Ingful and helpful experience. If you can help any of the
three evenings, even if only part-time, call the Clinic and volunteer, (4b7- 6040).

FINANCES: The budget breakdown for the month of September is as follows:

Expenditures
Salaries $270. 00
Rent and Utilities 392.12
Medical Supplies 306.33
Non-medical Supplies 119.74
Administrative Expenses 97.1 2
Street Festival. 265.04
Abortion Loans 790..00
TOTAL $2240. 35

Income .

.:
Monthly Pledges $311 021, :
Presbytery of Baltimore 300..00
.Street' Festival . 916.00. .

Fund Raising lviovie .... 97.00
Misc.' Contributions & Other Income 406. 79

. TOTAL . . . . . . . . $2031.00
Net loss for the month of September :.. $209.35

Clinic expenses continue togrow as we provide more:and Mare service to thepeople.
Expenses now amount to well over $1000 per month. Pledges to the think are now
over $300. We still receive. $300 per month from the Presbytery of Baltimore
and $50 from the Medical Committee for Human Rights'. People:rece.iyjng.serv.ices

dona.te-$100-to-$150.-per.-inorith. "But to remain open weneed additional help. If
you haven't donated, or better yet, made arnonthly pledge, do so today. The
Clinic is able to remain open because of the people who believe in the principle of
medical care as a right, not a privilege. Keep your contributions corning in.

.
We also need additional mediCal supplies; particularlY anti-biotics, and can always'
use more doctors. VI e are very much in need of gynecologists who are most
important to the Wornen's counseling program. Physician& samples of medicine
are our biggest source of supply. Keep them coming.

In the next few weeks we will have a new brochure about the Clinic ready for
distribution. It can he Used to tell new people about what we do and what our
purposes are. It will be an important fund raising leaflet. If you would like -.
copies -- singly or in quantity -- let us knew.

'STAFF MEETINGS: Clinic Staff. meetings are held a 8:00 p.m. at the Clinic on:_
of every month: A11- staff and- readents of

the immediate community are invited td attend to participate in policy Making
and in working out the problems of providing good, "redtapelessu and humane
medical care. People who have used the Clinic and who have. any suggestions
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or complaints are particularly reIP:iced to attend sottat we may work together
to solve our common problems.

FREE CLINIC ADOPTS NEW SYMBOL . . . .

The Free Clinic has taken on a new symbol to represent what it is about, replacing
the symbols of Women's Liberation and the Baltimore Defense Committee. The
new symbol, appearing on the front of this Newsletter, is our version of the
traditional symbol of the medical profession. This symbol,. the Caduceus, is an
ancient one that was used in Mesopotamia prior to 2600 BC"; the intertwining
serpents being a symbol of the god who cured all illness. It contains signs for
the four elements: the wand, earth; the wings (also the wings of Mercury), air;
and the snakes, fire and water.

The symmetry of the Caduceus indicates the balance of opposing forces (good and
evil, etc.) and shows that supreme state of strength and self control, and
consequently health -- strength both on the physical and spiritual levels. The
serpent is also an ancient symbol of wisdom.

It is with a certain sense of awe that the Clinic takes theancient symbol and
transmutes the sphere of unity (between the two wings at the top of the staff in
the Caduceus) to the clenched fist of power. The fist represents the power of
people working together -- implying the unity symbolized by the sphere. To
end the oppression and exploitation in the medical instillations and in the world
around us will require power and unity. For us this is particularly a process of
change in health systems so that people are treated humanely when they are sick and
will know that quality care is available to poor and rich alike.

We take the Caduceus and the fist together as symbolic of our slogan, "Medical
care is a right, not a privilege." With wisdom and balance, the power of the people
can make the medical institutions and all the institutions that affect our liires
serve our needs.

Our mailing list has become huge! The work and expense involved in rnaki.ng_
mailings has become a real burden....but.one that is "wortlfit'for-people genuinely
interet ted 'in' the Clinic. Ii you wish to remain on the mailing list and have not yet
contributed or pledged, please send us $1.00 with the coupon below. If youTgien't
got the bread, and you want to remain on the mailing list, just let us know.

Clip and mail to: People's Free Medical Cling, 3028 Greenmount Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

Name:

Address: ZIP:
....--m...........

I wish to pledge $ per month_to_support-the-People's Fret -Clinid--_________-
-Enclosed is my donation of $ to support the People's Free Clinic

Sorry, I'm out of bread now, but please keep me up to date on Clinic activities.
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the b.:zinnin:: the ire.: Clinic has su itself as a co..6.1unity project, run by an for

,)eof)le, an nervin;.; .:any of the nee of the i...11.1et_iate cota..unity. Zut,
at the us-n..0 . the Clinic provit:u t:. service::: for a wider coL.Ltunity that covers not
only ..averly but the whole city an,.. into the .counties.

i f :..onths o Zounc. it L.:portant and accessary to find nu r.? ways to z,-ive priority to
co..:tunity puolu. Vounz ant: o].: reci,.ents ha,*. bez,un to seek out our cervices
-.:.ore often an,. 'oejan 1.;a1:1,az; appoint.....,:r.ts for couttunity people.
1:+ince th-en the has boon sprew:inj and trust in the Clinic ant:. its services has
continu to row.

..ith increased ce...;Lunity us.: of the Clinic, we have couit'rut th problu.: of lore .

pati.:nts tha u can hanc.le. u have had to fag* the fact tlIC.t. L11.) ClinIc ca:i not COLW
:here nee......1 off the larz;er .;alti:...ore whose needs

area' t bujn uut in oth:r institutions. its ..ore 3eopl.e have b.zun turnec. on to the Clinic
facet: the C.ifficult; tool; of turnini;- people realize that this

is necessary i are to 'be really _effective in health .care in our co:.c.:uriity
...lc:ire accessible a:td lore iuful t ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .a..lot._to b.. o iu eout cai so of thJ

liii Of ea.re) in this arue. o ...Jove in this direction, ..te have to
redirect sou of our zener:;ies concentratu on our. ix- stliate e:ivirorazent our co.attunity.
As our .:::p erient in coLa_u:tity care contitues to ..:orlt better at better, it is our 'hopu

that hunt:r:.3 of other .t.:alti;ore co...1..x.r.ities will be able to open their own co....t,:.unity
envision that theses n.:1; clinics, ithu ours, ::i.11 beloac to ant-; be controlled

by the people..

1:1 utuubur peoplu iao 470 visits to the Cli.iic 107 of these v:cre .first visits, by nevi
patients an. :.:ost of these nu.: visits :aru by colt.:unity people. About 45.; of the. Visits.

this .....outh were by cot:I.:unity people. the be.;inninc,..3375 people have I.lada
7304 visits to the Clinic.

. .

loot oJLa o se this co:.:::unity --projec t- in volvec: .

----"""*"-------WitlitriePeople on the other side of our biz; hope -..iore catu.unity people ill
baco:.le a part of our staff and will co:.:e to use our curvicas. Iii the near future are X
wish to reach people b.,. ..:ord of ...;oUth and tloor to door canvasSinc. hope to
beco::e Lie:esti:131y .effective ia ante. preventive ne.cacal care: And need..the

co utinu et's support 0 f all of you.

7-,r
I

. i

s al......a;,.s. ;:e continue to need supplies of. dru.s 111:e Plana, .

.,,

1 ye traeycline, va;;inal crecu.ts nn: the lii.::, And. weld 111::: to tale this little
i space to say than!:s to the nuoplu .:ho have z;iven dru.: in the pact especially

Ls.
o:a: of the Cru.,, sales:.tan who condone to b.: .tOst helpful.

.01
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FL:A1:CIAL ..1pt.:;:b.::r 30, 1071

or fiscal year b.:z;inninz; July 1, 1071

Plod;;Js

Contributions to th;
Abortioa Loa:1 2unr.1

aopay.;..mts to Z.:1.:

Abortion Loan 2un,:
Contributions and

Inco:Ac

TOTAL

. L:I irti

Wont ant.: Utilitios

Zalarios

AdlAnistrativ.: anu

'.:ithholc:ino

TOTAL

3alauc,:..July 1% 1971

Loss ::inc.: July 1; 1071

30, 1071

.C.:alaAc.:,.bortion Loan i'unt:

2,alanco,

P.LNI0jj

750.50

27.00

20.00

1444.10

..2250.C9.

007.34
713.04
419.02

472.73
14.70;

J-

.7350.70
539.51

.0731.25.
7.29

.C753.00

.17T ;..ii TOTAL

33.9.75 .1000.25

0.000 27.00

5.00 25.00

C40.00 2000.10
.000.75 :3241.44

.527.39 .1514.73
645.05 1150.00
47.07 405.00

153.27 031.05
0.000 14.70

,1223.00 ,3830.05

Clip an.: tot.2cop1 1.1 3023 Tir.::n:Jount 21210

AL:Cross Zip

1 wish to p1.71 .W.nthly to th.: lor.:.; Clinic. E4rJ,o a.:Conation of .

?lasso s:ne. o::tra copion of this n_lvailattJr to 3.:11,1 to fri::nes.

.sorry, broke, but L.r.,p :r..7 on th.: hailiu list.

Total .:nolosr.A..:: .
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ThrouLhout hiotory tii hay.: f..r.:or national bounCaiiJo
than 1.h.:_suff.rio,..: of wo;,..tn tho cranial of our riOt'toco:Itrcl our o: livo ond.our:'
On boaos. Today, a-aational coalition to '

ficht for tiro of-all a'..lottion an for tin; corollary of'n6 force..
atorialinatic:to oi rapJal of contracJptiv., laYs.. This coalitiOn fori. zit Colu:Abia
Univzrcity on-July TO, 1071 L ic .:ational Abortion Action
Coalition). iz :lational coalition r..::?racals a .broail 4aco of won fro;.1 aloacrraphic-'-
araao, racac, rsaiciono, ahe. ;.arylant.-ic in th... proccao of orzanizinc a stato
7iCa.z.;ranp to oup2ort t oal. of :.40:.AAC. This ,:ronp, .:1.:.;ht. to Ch000 of .aryl3n d
iz orL;anizinc to aupport 1.:LA4ation, action ancl a nationally coortanatae macc
A...Y.aonotration in :ashinz;ton an0. Lan 2rancico on -ovol:.bor 20. This 1:arch will 11].p
xprJac-Lho-dapth-af-c.:ntint-cf

L'hiGi not: huri:.or to Choosy of -arylau :. your cupport both in
tit.: am: to conti3u.. ti ca.Tai:;n az;aint:t abortion lam*.. If yo c cannot contributo y
your tiL l3JZ oJni, UL ; non'..:y, or .10.1orai Our caoin

abortiOnc coat a lot. :.;o:.t.11.:0 th.ly coot a ,m;an !tor lif.l.

CLIP tn -AIL to: Ar.:11t to C:looso- of :.arylank,
302C

-arylaa, 2121L
301/36G-0475

______ I (1.:z) thJ aLht to Chooca of i:arylantl..
I ha vo contribution to hJlp thic ca!;paiGn.

I ::onlk: lib:" to 6ivo i;y ti:.1.1 to hul) th ca3pai:;n. .

CIA

P;10:: ;

L;TAT.: AIP CO I
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WW1gONAL FREE CLINIC COUNCIL

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE :

All' institutions of our society are being confronted
by a growing crisis of performance, with bureaucratic pro-
cess replacing necessary responses to individual and com-
munity needs ana with organizational control supplanting.
quality of service. This crisis, is highly visible within
the health care community in the United States.

The Executive Committee of the National Free Clinic
Council believes that quality health care is aright of
every individual, not a privilege dependent on socioeco-
nomic status, social ethic, or geographical location. We
further believe that quality alternatives to existing
methods of health care must be developed and implementea
in order to make available both facilities and personnel
for those individualS who are defined or who define them-
seives.as medically indigent.

We believe.that health care transcends clinical medi-
cine. Health for an'individual depends on fulfillment of
basic.. human 7needs-,--both-physical-and-mentai7-7Health7ser-'
vices, therefore, should be provided for all people ,within
cacontext of total health -- individual, community, and
social health.. Total health care implies adeduate person-
nel and facilities, full access to services, and a major
new emphasis on preventive medicine' via public education,
all of which shouleiiinvolve the,communitybeAng served in
:both planning and implementation of its lOcalllealth care
system.

Within the.past four years a unique concept of com-
---munitp-based-health-cate-has-evolVed-into an
..tempt_to resolve some important aspects of the crisis of
performance in health care ...The free Clinic "movement"
has become part of the massive change now occurring within
the'health care community.

. .Formed in 1968, the National Free Clinic Council has
evolved with the Iree clinic "movement" and is now prepared
to begin full-scale'national operation. -The National Free
Clinic Council has the following operationalobjectives:

1. To provide a focal point for the sociomedical
momentum of the free clinic "movement."

2. To develop and maintain_a_system of informa,....__
tion dissemination concerning all aspects of
free clinic operation.

3. To gain access to health care funding which
is available at the national level and dis-
tribute such-monies equally to:member free,
clinics.



NATIONAL FREE CLINIC COUNCIL
STATEMENT O PURPOSE - 2 -

4. To sponsor and administer an annual National
Free Clinic Council Meeting.

5. To provide.consultation'services both for
improvement of quality of services being
rendered in established free clinics and
fr'r establishment and organization 0U/hew
free clinics-.

The National Free Clinic Council will not assume any
administrative control of individual free clinics; the
autonomy of each facility must be-preserved in order to
define, confront, and effectiveiy deal with each community's
needs.

The future goal of the National Free Clinic Council
is to overcome the crisis orientation of most of the cur-
.rently operational free clinics. The critical unfulfilled.
needs in drug abuse, venereal disease:, birth control and
abortion, malnutrition, and dental health are now requir-
ing full attention of most free clinics. The attainment
of national legitimization for free clinics will aid in
eliminating some of the desperate quality pervading the
operation of such facilities at the present time and per-
mit the necessary expansion into all primary health care
services.

PRIJNIUM NON NOCERE


